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Don’t forget headlights when performing routine maintenance

Standard headlight bulbs (left) vs. Philips X-tremeVision bulbs (right) that provide up to 100 percent more light on the road.
(MS) — Veteran and even
novice drivers understand
the importance of visibility
when they get behind the
wheel of their vehicles.
When visibility is not an
issue, drivers can more easily
see their fellow motorists

and better anticipate potentially dangerous situations.
But when visibility is compromised, drivers and their
passengers are vulnerable to
a host of dangers, including
inclement weather and
aggressive motorists.

Many things can affect drivers’ visibility on the road, but
those who take a proactive
approach to improving their
visibility can put themselves
in a better position to handle any negative situations
that may arise. One of the
ways to do just that is to
pay more attention to your
headlights. Often overlooked
when performing routine
vehicle maintenance, headlights must be maintained to
ensure optimal visibility for
drivers.
The following are a few
ways drivers can improve
the performance of their
headlights to make their
vehicles safer for themselves
and their passengers.
• Pay attention to the
headlights’ output. Perhaps
the most noticeable indicator of an aging headlight
is its light output. As bulbs

start to dim, drivers may
½RHXLIQWIPZIWWXVYKKPMRK
to see during twilight and
EXRMKLX8LEXHMJ½GYPX]MWRSX
necessarily because drivers’
own vision is failing, but may
be a result of aging bulbs
whose light output is gradually reduced by the effects of
humidity, electrical resistance
ERH½PEQIRXJEXMKYI(VMZIVW
who notice their headlights
are not producing as much
light as they once did should
know that reduced output is
a telltale sign of aging bulbs
that need to be replaced.
• Say “so long” to the
status quo. Recognizing
dimming bulbs is just the
½VWXWXITXS[EVHMQTVSZMRK
the performance of your
headlights.The next step
is for drivers to recognize
that all headlight bulbs are
not created equal. Instead
of replacing existing bulbs

with the same type of bulbs
provided by their vehicle’s
manufacturer, drivers can
vastly improve their visibility
by upgrading to a bulb designed to provide more light
than the standard halogen
bulbs found in many of today’s vehicles. Leading automotive lighting manufacturer
Philips produces a range of
Upgrade Headlight Bulbs
that offer up to 100 percent
more light on the road than
standard halogen bulbs.
8LEX´WEWMKRM½GERXFIRI½XXS
drivers, as motorists’ visual
acuity is reduced by 70 percent at night, when statistics
from the National Highway
8VEJ½G7EJIX]%HQMRMWXVEXMSR
indicate 49 percent of all
fatal accidents occur.The
NHTSA also notes that the
fatality rate per mile driven
at night is roughly three
times as high as it is during
daylight hours.

that provided by standard
halogen lights, ensuring drivers can safely see no matter
how accustomed they are
to driving at night.

• Let there be light. Regardless of how effective a
bulb has the potential to be,
drivers who don’t routinely
clean their headlights will
continue to have their visibility compromised. Certain
preventative measures
can help drivers address
headlight issues before
they appear, ensuring their
visibility is not compromised.
When checking your oil in
the driveway or even when
]SY´VI½PPMRKYTEXXLIKEW
station, take a few moments
to inspect your headlights
and address any issues that
arise as soon as possible.The
Philips Headlight Restoration
Kit includes a post-treatment
that provides long-lasting
UV protection for headlight
*MRHXLIVMKLX½X8LIVMKLX lenses.The kit also includes a
cleaner/polish and restorer/
headlight bulb can dramatiprotector so drivers can
cally improve visibility when
restore their headlight
driving at night, but what’s
lenses to “like new” quality
good for the goose is not
while increasing visibility and
always good for the gander.
reducing glare in as little as
That’s because motorists
30 minutes. Such quick and
drive for various reasons
simple maintenance can
and on various roads, so
ensure your headlights are
the right bulb for seniors
performing optimally.
who don’t often take to the
highways will not necessarily
More information is availFIXLIFIWX½XJSVGSQQYXable at www.philips.com/
ers who routinely drive long
automotive. T
distances. Philips makes a
headlight bulb for every type
of driver, and each Upgrade
Headlight Bulb creates a
better beam pattern that
is dramatically longer than

Paint versus car wrap options
FYJJIVXSWTIGM½GX]TIWSJIREQIPSVEGV]PMG
paints.
After considering the work involved and
the expense of investing in the equipment
to get the job done right, many vehicle owners opt to hire a professional to change the
color of their vehicles. Many service centers
offer two options to change the look of a
car or truck: painting and car wraps.

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498

Paint job
Over time a car’s exterior can fade or
suffer some dings and dents. Before owners
sell or trade in their rides for something
new, investing in a new color may be all
that’s necessary to revitalize the look of the
vehicle.
Changing the color of a car is not something every driver should try on their own.
Such a task can be time-consuming, and
it requires a good deal of skill to turn out
looking good. Furthermore, painting a car
involves a variety of different tools and
equipment, from a spray gun, sander and

A professional paint job will yield an
impressive result. A skilled auto painter can
recommend the right type of automotive
paint for your make and model and guide
you in color selections.While there are
hundreds of different color choices available,
professionals also may be able to mix colors
to create the custom look you desire.
Paint work may be done to match the
existing color of the vehicle after accident
repairs have been made. Or you may be
tired with the color of your car and simply
desire a change. Experienced service shops
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What to do when faced with an auto recall
an appointment for repair according to
the recall instructions provided.
8LIRSXM½GEXMSRPIXXIVWLSYPHMRGPYHI
the risk of hazard posed by the problem as well as the free remedy and
how long the repair should take.There
also should be a description of what
an owner can do if he or she is unable
to have the problem remedied within
a reasonable amount of time and
without charge.

Vehicle safety recalls are designed to keep roadways and passengers safe.
New cars are purchased or leased to
provide a reliable mode of transportation. But some vehicles malfunction
even when they are fresh off of the
dealership lot. Other times manufacturers or safety watchdog groups
determine that certain cars and trucks
have an issue that requires a recall
to keep roadways safe.Vehicle recall
WXEXMWXMGWEVIHMJ½GYPXXSTMRHS[R8LEX´W
because there is no standard rate of
recalls per year, as recalls depend on
safety statistics for particular makes
and models. For example, in 2009
more than 40 million Toyota vehicles
were recalled due to a faulty gas pedal.
An automotive recall is how manufacturers inform drivers that there
could be something about their cars
or trucks that presents a risk of injury

or property damage.The recall may
be independently conducted by the
manufacturer or ordered by a safety
group, such as the National Highway
8VEJ½G7EJIX]%HQMRMWXVEXMSR8LIVIGEPP
involves the manufacturer providing a
free, safe and effective remedy for the
faulty component.
When a recall is announced, drivers
may not have to immediately visit a
dealership to have the problem corrected. Owners should wait for an of½GMEPPIXXIV8LIPIXXIV[MPPREVVS[HS[R
which vehicles are affected.There
WLSYPHFIEWTIGM½G[MRHS[SJXMQI
presented in which the vehicle can be
repaired.Vehicle owners are urged to
pay attention to the performance of
their cars or trucks to see if they are
exhibiting any problems. If so, schedule

If repair work has been done on a vehicle prior to knowledge of the recall,
owners may be eligible for reimbursement for their expenses, provided they
kept their receipts.While reimbursement for damages that the defect may
have caused are not covered by recalls,
owners may be able to solicit reimbursement privately.

The following are steps to
take when informed of a recall:
1. Contact the dealer service manager and explain that
you are inquiring about work
required as part of a recall.
2. If the manager has not remedied the situation and provided the next steps, contact the
manufacturer, which should be
able to handle the situation.
3. If all else fails, contact the
2EXMSREP,MKL[E]8VEJ½G7EJIX]
Administration at www.recalls.
gov.

Car Wrap vs Paint from previous______________________________________
can offer these services and
more. Other shops may
specialize in custom paint
jobs that may entail graphics,
detail work or the blending
of multiple colors to give the
vehicle an airbrushed effect.
Custom painters are artists,
and their work may be very
detailed.
Painting may demand your
vehicle be off the road for
a week or more, so it’s
best to have an alternative
travel plan. Also, be sure
to investigate how painting
will affect the value of the
vehicle. A paint job may end
up depreciating the value of
a resale because it’s changing
the original vehicle permanently.

The vinyl wrap completely covers the paint of the
vehicle. But because car
wraps can be removed, they
do not permanently change
the vehicle and are therefore
unlikely to affect its resale
value.
Car wrapping can take less
time than a labor-intensive

paint job. Some jobs can be
completed in only two or
three days. Car wraps also
may be the less expensive
option if you’re not selecting a complicated, custom
design. Many car wraps will
PEWXFIX[IIR½ZIXSWIZIR
years, which is on par with
the life span of a professional

TEMRXNSF[LMGLPEWXW½ZIXS
10 years.
Changing the look of a
vehicle may be as simple as
choosing a new exterior color. Professional paint services
and vinyl car wraps make it
easy to switch up the style
of a car or truck. T

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.

Car wrap
Car wraps are typically
made of high-quality vinyls
that come in a bevy of
different colors and styles.
Wraps also can be used
for custom graphics or to
advertise businesses.

Model 100R

1,195

$
$

315-736-5851

boulevardtrailers.com

2 Oriskany Boulevard, Whitesboro, NY 13492
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How to keep your garage work space safe
%YXSIRXLYWMEWXWSJXIR½RHXLIMVKEVEKI
MWEWERGXYEV][LIVIXLI]GERKSERHXLMRO
EFSYXXLIMVZILMGPIWERHPMXXPIIPWI7MQMPEV
XSEGEVTIRXIV´W[SVOWLSTSVEKEVHIRIV´W
FEGO]EVHEKEVEKIGERFIETPEGI[LIVI
EYXSIRXLYWMEWXWYR[MRHEWXLI]TYVWYIXLIMV
TEWWMSRWJSVEYXSQSFMPIW
&YXRSKEVEKIMWEXVYIWERGXYEV]MJMXMWRSX
WEJIERHXLIJSPPS[MRKEVIEJI[[E]WEYXS
IRXLYWMEWXWGERIRWYVIXLIMV[SVOWTEGIMW
WEJIERHWSYRH
/IITEREHIUYEXIP]WXSGOIH½VWXEMHOMX

SRLERH %REGGIWWMFPI½VWXEMHOMXGERFI
XLIHMJJIVIRGIFIX[IIREQMRSVMRNYV]SVE
WMKRM½GERXLIEPXLMWWYI1EOIWYVIXLI½VWX
EMHOMXMWIEWMP]EGGIWWMFPIMHIEPP]SREPS[
WLIPJXLEX]SYGERVIEGLWLSYPH]SYWYJJIV
ERMRNYV]XLEXPMQMXW]SYVQSFMPMX] 4IVMSHMGEPP]VIWXSGO]SYV½VWXEMHOMX[MXLRIGIWWEV]
WYTTPMIW
4SWXXLIREXMSREP4SMWSR'SRXVSP,SXPMRI
RYQFIVMRTPEMRZMI[8LEXRYQFIVMW

%P[E]WFVMRK]SYVGIPPTLSRI[MXL]SY

[LIR[SVOMRKMR]SYV[SVOWLST8LSYKLMX
QMKLXWIIQPMOIEKSSHMHIEXSIWGETIJVSQ
PMJI´WHMWXVEGXMSRWERHPIEZI]SYVGIPPTLSRI
MRWMHI[LIR[SVOMRKSR]SYVZILMGPIXLEX
GIPPTLSRIQE]FI]SYVSRP][E]XSGSRXEGX
XLISYXWMHI[SVPHWLSYPH]SYWYJJIVER
MRNYV]=SYHSR´XLEZIXSERW[IVXLITLSRI
[LIRMXVMRKWFYXFIWYVIXSFVMRKMX[MXL
]SYEWEWEJIX]TVIGEYXMSR[LIRIZIV]SY[MPP
FI[SVOMRKEPSRIMRXLIKEVEKI

7XSVIKEWSPMRIMREPSGOIHSYXHSSVWLIH
SVMJOIITMRKMXMRXLIKEVEKIQEOIWYVI
]SYRKWXIVW[SR´XFIEFPIXSVIEGLMX1EOI
WYVIXLIKEWSPMRIGSRXEMRIVMWGLMPHTVSSJERH
ETTVSZIHJSVKEWSPMRIWXSVEKI

-RWXEPPEJYRGXMSRMRK½VII\XMRKYMWLIVMR
]SYVKEVEKIERHPIEVRLS[XSYWIMX&I
WYVIXSTIVMSHMGEPP]GLIGOXLII\XMRKYMWLIV´W
I\TMVEXMSRHEXIERHQEOIWYVIMX´WIEWMP]
EGGIWWMFPI

(SR´XEPPS[GLMPHVIRMRXS]SYV[SVO
WTEGI[LIR]SY´VI[SVOMRKSR]SYVZILMGPI

/IITLE^EVHSYWQEXIVMEPWSYXSJXLI
VIEGLSJGLMPHVIR6IEHXLIPEFIPWSRTVSHYGXW-XIQW[LSWIPEFIPWMRGPYHI[EVRMRKW
ERHGEYXMSRWSVWYKKIWXTVSHYGXWGERFI
TSMWSRSYWMJSV[LIRXLI]EVIMRKIWXIH
WLSYPHFIWXSVIH[LIVIOMHWGERRSXVIEGL
XLIQ-JRIGIWWEV]WXSVIXLIQMREGEFMRIX
XLEXGERFIPSGOIH

;IEVGLIQMGEPWEJIX]KPEWWIW[LIRYWMRK
LE^EVHSYWWSPZIRXWERHGPIERMRKTVSHYGXW
;IEVWEJIX]KPEWWIW[MXLWMHIWLMIPHW[LIR
YWMRKTS[IVXSSPW

;IEVXMKLXGPSXLMRKERHXEOISJJEPPNI[IP]
0SSWIGPSXLMRKERHHERKPMRKNI[IPV]XLEX
GERIEWMP]KIXGEYKLXMRQSZMRKTEVXWKVIEXP]
MRGVIEWMRK]SYVVMWOSJMRNYV]
9RTPYKER]TS[IVGSVHWFIJSVIXVSYFPIWLSSXMRKER]TVSFPIQW[MXL]SYVTS[IV
XSSPW
;LIR[SVOMRK[MXLTS[IVXSSPWYRTPYK
XLIQ[LIRXEOMRKEFVIEOJVSQ[SVOERH
[LIRPIEZMRK]SYV[SVOWTEGIIZIRMJWYGL
FVIEOWEVISRP]QSQIRXEV] T

Don’t miss out on these auto insurance discounts
-J]SYLEZIR´XWLSTTIH
EVSYRHJSVEYXSMRWYVERGIVIGIRXP]SVLEZIRSX
VIZMWMXIH]SYVGYVVIRXTSPMG]
]SYQE]FIQMWWMRKSYXSR
WYFWXERXMEPWEZMRKW
(E]XMQIVYRRMRKPMKLXW
*SYVSYXSJXLIPEVKIWX
EYXSMRWYVERGIGSQTERMIW
RS[SJJIVHMWGSYRXWMJ]SYV
ZILMGPILEWHE]XMQIVYRRMRK
PMKLXW
0S[QMPIEKI(SR´XXEOI
XLIGEVSYXSJXIR#7YGLLEFMXWQE]IEVR]SYEVI[EVH
%VSYRHTIVGIRXSJXLI
QENSVMRWYVERGIGSQTERMIW
SJJIVHMWGSYRXWJSVPS[
QMPIEKI8LIMRWYVERGIGSQTER]QE]TVSZMHIEQMPIEKI
XVEGOMRKHIZMGIXLEX[MPP
VITSVXFEGOXLIEGXYEPQMPIW
HVMZIRXSXLIGSQTER]
+VEHIW'LIGO[MXL]SYV
MRWYVERGIGSQTER]MJ]SY
LEZIEWXYHIRXSRXLITSPMG]
,MWSVLIVKSSHKVEHIWQE]

UYEPMJ]]SYJSVEHMWGSYRX
3GGYTEXMSR=SYVSGGYTEXMSREPWSQE]IRXMXPI]SY
XSEHMWGSYRXSRMRWYVERGI
-RWYVERGIGSQTERMIWFIPMIZI
XLEXTISTPIMRGIVXEMR
SGGYTEXMSRWSVXLSWI[LS
WTIRHEPSXSJXMQISRXLI
VSEHQE]FIPIWWPMOIP]XS
XEOIVMWOW*MRHSYXMJ]SYV
SGGYTEXMSRUYEPM½IW
%PYQRMEWWSGMEXMSRWERH
GPYFW'IVXEMRSVKERM^EXMSRW
LEZIXIEQIH[MXLMRWYVERGI
TVSZMHIVWXSSJJIVHMWGSYRXW
XSQIQFIVW8LIVIJSVIMJ
]SYEVIMREJVEXIVREPKVSYT
EGVIHMXYRMSREREPYQRMEWWSGMEXMSRSVWSQISXLIVSVKERM^EXMSR]SYQE]IPMKMFPI
JSVGIVXEMRHMWGSYRXW'LIGO
[MXL]SYVMRWYVERGIGSQTER]JSVXLIMVEJ½PMEXIKVSYTW
SVGSRXEGXXLISVKERM^EXMSR
XS[LMGL]SYFIPSRKJSV
QSVIMRJSVQEXMSR
1YPXMTPITSPMGMIW1ER]

MRWYVERGIGSQTERMIW[MPP
SJJIVEHMWGSYRXMJ]SYKVSYT
]SYVTSPMGMIWXSKIXLIVMRXSE
FYRHPI,EZMRKLSQIS[RIV
MRWYVERGIEYXSMRWYVERGI
ERHPMJIMRWYVERGIXLVSYKL
SRIGSQTER]JSVI\EQTPI
GERIEVR]SYEWYFWXERXMEP
HMWGSYRX
-RWYVERGIGSQTERMIWLEZI
QER]SXLIVHMWGSYRXWEZEMPEFPIMJ]SYEWO*SVI\EQTPI
MJ]SYVZILMGPILEWERERXMXLIJXW]WXIQSVIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]JVMIRHP]GSQTSRIRXW
]SYQE]FIIPMKMFPIJSVE
HMWGSYRX'YWXSQIVPS]EPX]
TETIVPIWWFMPPMRKTE]MRKEPP
]SYVFMPPEXSRGIFIMRKE
GYVVIRXSVJSVQIVQIQFIV
SJXLIQMPMXEV]SVMJ]SYV
ZILMGPIMWERI[QSHIP]IEV
EPWSQE]QEOI]SYIPMKMFPI
JSVHMWGSYRXWXLEXGERHVEWXMGEPP]VIHYGIXLIGSWXSJ]SYV
TSPMG] T
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Our Cover Black Stallion Restaurant
Story
-truly a family tradition
By Al Dorantes
As soon as you open the
door to the Black Stallion, located on route 5 in
Vernon New York, you can
tell that it is a restaurant that
has heart. The Black Stallion
was established in 1972 by
Vincent and Maria Vullo.
Their love for their native
Italian cuisine and their
ability to make all who dined
with them feel special and
welcome, is the reason that
the restaurant is still successful today. In 1986 Sal Vullo,
Vincent and Maria’s son,
took over as the sole proprietor. He runs the restaurant
today, in the same fashion as
his parents. He combines
his Italian heritage, his American upbringing, and uses the
same recipes brought from
Italy by his parents as well as
new techniques that make
dining at the Black Stallion
unique.
Sal’s parents are from Sicily.
When Sal’s father,Vincent
“Gino”Vullo married Sal’s
mother, Maria, her mother
was already living in Utica.
The newlyweds wanted to
be close to family so they
came over to America in
1958. They bought the
Black Stallion in 1972. Sal’s
mom did all the cooking
using all the old recipes plus
new twists on classics.
The Black Stallion is one
of the oldest family owned
and operated restaurants in
the area. Sal’s knowledge
of wine and the delicious
homemade desserts are
just a few reasons why the
Black Stallion is frequented
by so many so often. Sal
Vullo, who has been running
the Black Stallion since 1986
said,“I’ve been here since
I was 10 years old.” Sal
and his sister Dina started
working at the Black Stallion
when they were kids. Sal
said,“I washed dishes
standing on a case of beer.”
Sal’s sisters, Dina Laino, Lisa
Grande, and twins Carla
Marsala and Grace Nassar
all worked at the Black
Stallion.
The Black Stallion has
seating for approximately
100. The restaurant is open
Tuesday through Thursday
11-9, Friday 11-? Saturday
4-? & Sunday 12-9. You
[MPP½RHXLI7XEPPMSRSTIR
later on Friday and Saturday
nights during the Vernon
Downs racing season to ac-

comodate their many track
fan customers. The Black
Stallion draws a lot of locals
- Utica, Rome, Syracuse and
as well as the summer track
crowd.
Sal went to the school of
hard knocks; he went to
work. At the Black Stallion
he learned from his mother
and was self-taught. He likes
things where they are supposed to be. Sal has rules
and those rules have to be
followed. The Black Stallion
is not a chain restaurant; it is
like family. Sal explained, the
Black Stallion does not have
shifts like a chain restaurant.
8 hours in the kitchen is like
a vacation for him.
Sal likes to use local ingredients every chance he can.
He also uses no hormone
chicken and hand cuts
WXIEOW7EPLEW½WL¾S[RMR
from Hawaii every week.
Usually for the weekend
walu (white tuna), kagiki
(marlin), pumpkin sword
½WLERHQSVI7EPXEOIWE
basic dish like chicken or
veal and turns it on its head
by adding fresh herbs, other

Vincent “Gino” Vullo purchased the restaurant in 1972. He and his wife
Maria ran the business together. Maria passed away in late 2010. Sal
says his Dad, Gino still regularly stops by! This photo is circa 1977.
ingredients, and his own spin.
The Black Stallion’s full
menu features everything
from traditional Italian pasta
dishes to hand cut steaks.
The steaks can be prepared
blackened, au poive or
Italian style with greens and
peppers. Veal, chicken, and
fresh seafood dishes mean

that there is something for
everybody. The Black Stallion’s menu even has salads
for those who shy away
from meat.
One of Sal’s signature and
very popular appetizers is
the Arranchi (rice balls).
While they are not on the
menu he gets calls for them
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kitchen even though I’m
doing the same thing.”
The Black Stallion can
cater weddings, parties,
showers and more with
full service, including
plates, glasses, and everything you need for a
great event.

The Vullo family. Front Gino and Maria, back row from left: Carla, Lisa,
Sal, Grace and Dina.
all the time. The appetizer, big
Sal explained that the fuballs of meat and cheese,
ture for the Black Stallion is
wrapped with rice and fried. to keep on rolling. The Black
Call ahead and ask if Sal
Stallion will continue to procan start your meal with an
vide the freshest foods with
order of these tasty treats.
as many local ingredients as
possible while continuing
Risa, Sal’s wife, said,“Everyto offer the ambiance that
thing is homemade. Even
customers have become
the deserts. Remember,
used to. Sal’s son Vincent is
there is slow roasted prime
involved with the kitchen at
rib on Saturday; a customer
the Black Stallion; he cooks.
favorite.
Sal’s daughter, Alisha, is
The long time staff, most
enrolled in college but helps
have ten plus years working
out at the restaurant when
for the Black Stallion, are
she can. Sal explained that
what make the Black Stallion more and more catering is
consistent and good. Jeff
on the menu for the Black
Beam, head chef, has been
Stallion, on or off premisat the Black Stallion for 14
es. The Black Stallion only
years and Frannie has been
caters one wedding or
their in house baker for
event per day. That way Sal
years. Sal treats everybody
is able to concentrate on
like family; that goes for cusone customer or bride. Sal
tomers and employees.
said,“It gets me out of the

Sal Vullo and the Black
Stallion are part of
what makes Vernon
“Vernon.” Hard work,
horses, the track, racing
and hospitality to your
guests. Sal and his staff
will make you feel at
home; make you feel
part of the family. For
more information go to:
www.theblackstallionny.
com or the-black-stallion
on facebook.
The Black Stallion is open
Tuesday-Thursday 11-9 Friday 11-? Saturday 4-? Sunday
12-9. During the Vernon
Downs racing season you
[MPP½RHXLI7XEPPMSRSTIR
even later on Friday and
Saturday nights. The Vullo
family inviltes you to “come
join the fun!”T

Sal had his son and daughter in
the kitchen as very young children. Both Vinny and Alisha still
help out when they can at the
Black Stallion. It’s truly a Vullo
family tradition! Here Vinny gets
a lesson on breading fish from
his Dad, Sal. Vinny now works in
forensic accounting.

A little bit of Stallion history: Here is an old post card picturing the
Normandie of Vernon, the name of the restaurant when Gino Vullo
purchased the property in 1972.
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Utica Bread
by Al Dorantes

“If thou tastest a crust of bread, thou tastest all the stars and all the
heavens.” – Robert Browning

Utica Bread, located at
106 Genesee Street, is
Utica’s newest bakery. They
bring you theexperience
of hand crafted, European
Style bread and pastries.
Utica Bread is the brainchild
from the same folks who
brought you The Tailor and
the Cook. Utica Bread is
located in Utica’s historic
Bagg’s Square. Utica Bread
is open seven days a week.
They offer light breakfast
and lunch fare as well as a
great selection of local foods
prepared in house for you
to carry out.They also carry
a variety of retail items from
local producers as well as an
interesting selection of New
York State and farmstead
cheeses.Their slogan is Utica
Bread. Great Bread. Great
City.
You can tell from the
beautiful metal sign, made
by metal artist Joe Grimaldi
from Metalogix, that time
and thought went into
every detail of Utica Bread.
Melissa Hardiman, general
manager of Utica Bread
and the Tailor and the

Cook explained that Utica
Bread was a 2 year process.
There was some uncharted
waters for the Tailor and
the Cook crew. They had
no retail experience; selling
bread is much different
JVSQWIVZMRKXLI½RIWX
dinners in Central New York.
They also had to acquire
the proper equipment.
Baking European style
bread requires European
equipment and there was

the rehab of the space
before they could open.
The Tailor and the Cook
was originally getting its
bread from 5 Corners
Cafe and their close friend
Paul Rivett in Old Forge.
Sous chef, Steve Arbogast,
expressed an interest in
baking bread. And the
journey began.
Melissa Hardiman
explained that the whole
venture started 2 years ago.
They have given people
careers.“This is remarkable
because it’s more than just a
job. It’s family.” she said.
Tim Hardiman said,“You
don’t do this without great
staff.”
Tim Hardiman knew that
Steve Arbogast could bake.
Tim said,“Most good cooks
are not good bakers. Baking
is a science. Steve is the
exception. He is a great
baker. Steve is equally as
good a chef as a baker.”
They brought in a team of 4
bakers to work with Steve,
2 of which are European

Great accompaniments to your bread purchases and from local suppliers. Been in vited out to a friend’s home for dinner? Don’t show up
empty handed. Go see Utica Bread for some great breads and pastries
and some local products to go with them!

immigrants 1 German and
1 French. Tim said,“To
produce truly European
bread what better way to
do it?”
Utica Bread rounded out
their team by bringing in
Deana Hansen-Danis to
handle the pastries. Tim said,
“She’s knocking it out of the
park.”

Utica Bread is
focusing on the
French baguette
(which they cannot
keep on the shelf)
and the croisant
(49% butter by
volume) but already
have a variety of
Steve Arbogast preps the dough for
SXLIV½RIFVIEHWXSGLSSWI
baking at Utica Bread.
from; raisin walnut, multi
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Tee Time Mini Golf

provide fundraisers, events,
corporate outings, and
tournaments. Call and book
yours today.

If you are looking for
a place to putt around
and have some good old
fashioned fun then Tee
Time Mini Golf is the place
for you. Located at 310
Mohawk Street in Herkimer
Tee Time Mini Golf offers
18 holes of challenging
obstacles for young and old.

Speaking of tournaments,
Tee Time Mini Golf
will be hosting a 36
hole tournament on
Sunday, August 16th! The
tournament is open to
everybody. The cost is $10
per person with teams up
to 6. Included in the entry
fee is; Golf (2 rounds), Drink,
self-serve hot dogs and a
baked good. A team of 5
will be $45 and a Team of 6
will be $55. Each participant
will receive a free game
pass to return! Start time
is 11am, but please arrive at
10:30am. The tournament
winner will be based on
a cumulative score for all
participants on the team
so bring your ringers and
goldbrickers.

by Al Dorantes

Tee Time is open 7 days a
week from noon until 9pm,
weather permitting, for you
to take on their challenging
18 hole course. They
offer soda, juice, water, and
novelty ice cream. Nibble
on frozen Sponge Bob while
putting away. A hole in one
on the 18th hole will win
you a free ice cream or a
free game pass.
Tee Time Mini Golf ’s

affordable prices are: $5.00
Adults and Children, $4.00
seniors and college students,
4 & under free, and $2.50
for replays. They offer
season passes; $60.00 for
children, $80.00 for adults,
and $70.00 for seniors.
Owner Delbert Ball said,“I
thought about it for several
years. Finding the right
location was key. People
need to be able see us.”
He explained that keeping
the facility neat and clean
equates to good feedback.
Delbert’s wife and coowner, Sue Ball added,“The
feedback is unbelievable.”
Tee Time Mini Golf can
even help you celebrate
birthdays. Birthday parties
are $10.00 per child which
includes mini golf, pizza, soda
or water, cupcakes, & novelty
ice cream. Tee Time can also

Stop by and have a little

Utica Bread.... from previous

Pastries in the
oven at Utica
Bread.
grain, 100% whole wheat, deli rye with
caraway seeds, Utica sour dough, Alsacian
sour dough, and sesame semolina. They
also produce an epi baguett. It resembles
a stalk of wheat or rolls on a string. Rolls,
bread sticks, crostini, croutons, and bread
crumbs are in the future. Utica Bread has a
great deal on day old breads (if they last that
long); buy one get one.
Tim Hardiman said,“The momentum
in Utica is almost unstoppable. The next

evolution for Utica comes with nanotech.”
He added that fresh bread equals small
purchases 3 or 4 times a week. With small
everyday purchases people become regulars.
When you bite into any of Utica Bread’s
breads you will truly taste the stars and the
heavens. Stop down to Bagg Square, buy
some bread, and bite into life. For more
information go to: uticabread.com or follow
them on Facebook. T

fun. Tee Time Mini Golf
was designed to provide
entertainment the whole
family can enjoy at a very
affordable price. Follow
them on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/
pages/Tee-Time-MiniGolf/1010776162267170
and sign up for the big
tournament.
Sammy Berowski concentrates
on a putt at Tee Time Mini Golf in
Herkimer.
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the rest of the country that
God didn’t want.

hello

thoughts from our
publisher, Fred Lee

Hello Again,
If you were selected to head
up a study to determine
why this country is having
so many internal problems,
what kind of a person
should you be? Lets make
YTEPMWXSJUYEPM½GEXMSRW[MXL
appropriate comment.
1. Age
Comment: it is against the
law for an employer to ask
your age.
2. Nationality, or whatever
breed of cat you are.
Comment: it is against the
law of political correctness
to know if you are white,
black, yellow, green, or a
mixture.
3. Religion
Comment: It is against the
law to even mention religion.
4. Education
Comment: Many feel our
country is not spending
enough tax dollars for
education. So- you yourself
will not have the necesWEV]UYEPM½GEXMSRWEWXLI
government has not spent
enough on you. If you do
not have college degrees,
]SY´VIRSXUYEPM½IH-J]SY
have a Bachelor’s, Master’s,
or Doctorate, you are obviSYWP]SZIVUYEPM½IHERH[L]
do you want this position
anyway?

5. Married
Comment: If you answer yes
or no. No one has the right
to ask you that question.
6. Children
Comment:The answer to
number 6 may clash with
your rights of number 5.
7. Citizenship
Comment:The hospital you
were born in under the Privacy Act has no legal right to
reveal anything about you.
The great man, Albert
Einstein, said “I never think
of the future. It comes soon
enough.” Patrick Henry is
remembered for saying,“I
like the dreams of the future
better than the history of
the past.”
Hello Again says,“I love
today. It is a day the good
Lord gave me – it is his introduction to tomorrow and
a memory of yesterday.”

Isn’t life what you make of
it? If high rise buildings, heavy
XVEJ½GERHWXSTPMKLXWERH
signs turn you on, so be
it. For my friends and me,
we love the Mohawk Valley.
We have one light in St.
Johnsville. However, giving
into modern times we did
LEZIEXVEJ½GNEQ3RQ]
way home from Stewarts
yesterday, there were three
GEVWELIEHEXXLIXVEJ½GPMKLX
and one Amish horse and
buggy.
At a recent art show the
artist said,“I only paint what
I see.” One of the local
farmers said,“You shouldn’t
drive a car in that condition.”
A young farm girl was discussing whether she should
keep a date with an old rich
artist.“Mom, is he too old
for me?”“Daughter, listen to
your mother. He is a little bit
too eligible and rich to be
considered old.”

As a young graduate in Bally
Connoll, Ireland, my mother applied for a teachers
position in the one room
country school. According
to the standards set, she
[EWEQTP]UYEPM½IH7LI[EW
denied the position as she
was tone deaf and could
not sing. It was important in
Growing up over in the hills
those days for a teacher to
SJ1MHHPI½IPH'SSTIVWXS[R be able to lead the class in
was seven miles away and
singing. Mom could not sing.
Cherry Valley was ten miles
Which goes to show how
in the other direction. All of
things have changed. Here in
the rest of the country was
this country, a professional
a little bit further away. Out- musician or songstress can
siders said,“What do you
gain fame and riches even
do here in God’s country?”
if they sing off key as long
We knew we lived in God’s
as they can sing loud – real
country and just stayed busy loud. Singing potty mouth
having a good life and didn’t
seems to be an attribute
have time to wonder about
too.

Did You Know?

While it might be tempting
to lower mower blades
when summer temperatures

reach their hottest, it is possible to cut grass too short.
Homeowners who want to
cut back on the time they
spend mowing their lawns
under the hot summer sun
should avoid lowering their
mower blades too low, as
doing so can cause significant damage to the lawn.
Lawns that have been cut
too low are less capable of
surviving drought and are
unlikely to thrive.When
grass is cut too short, the
stem tissue from the grass is
exposed, and that exposure
can lead to unsightly grass

that turns yellow or brown.
Grass that is cut too short
also may suffer from weaker
roots, which in turn makes
the grass weaker and less
likely to grow in strong. In
addition, weaker grass is
more susceptible to weed
growth, which can be both
a nuisance and an eyesore.
When mowing, homeowners should remove no more
than one-third of the grass
blade. Mowing at this height
will promote strong roots
and protect the grass when
the weather gets especially
hot in the summer. T

How would George WashMRKXSR½XEWEWXGIRXYV]
politician in the United
States?
Remember the famous
story when young George
was fessing up to his father
when he said,“Father, I
cannot tell a lie. I cut down
that tree.” Just imagine the
predicament he would be in
with modern politicians if he
couldn’t tell a lie.Today – do
they ever tell the truth?
What would he do if he was
told he could not believe in
God or at least not make
any reference to suggest
there is a God in the White
House or on any other
public grounds? One of his
famous sayings,“No one
should be president of the
United States if he doesn’t
believe in God.”
He would have to have a
liberal interpreter claim he
didn’t mean – exactly what
he said even though he did.

QERQEHITMPISJ½GXMSR
c.
If someday you throw
your hat into the ring to
become president, be sure
the publisher of your local
newspaper will have a staff
writer there to interpret all
of your statements. Isn’t it
possible that you might say
something that you yourself
would misunderstand what
you meant to say but didn’t?
·································
Hello Again received an
ipad message from a reader
stating that the publisher
did not know the name of
Florida’s current governor. I
called him Governor Perry –
oops my mistake. Thanks for
reading and the correction.
I will not include the remainder of the ipad remarks or
the writer’s name. I choose
to not believe he meant to
say Governor Scott (the

actual governor of Florida)
was willing to let 800,000
Floridians die for political
gain. That was more than
poorly thought out political
tripe. It was just plain sick.
Should we call in Mrs.
Clinton’s local interpreter to
¾YWLSYX[LEX]SY[VSXI
but didn’t actually mean to
say, but did say something
along that double talking
modern political rubbish
way of blowing smoke.
Be happy – stay healthy –
talk life thoughts and problems over with our Heavenly
Father, attend church on
Sunday.
Wave when you see the red
Spyder wander by. Watch
for Dale and his 3-legged
bat mobile.
Fred Lee

Belated messages to our 1st
president:
1. As little boy George:
Learn to lie or you will not
ever become a four-star
general or president of the
United States or have your
portrait printed on trillions
upon trillions of dollar bills.
2.

As the future president:

a.
Face it George, you
will be more successful if
you admit the early Washington’s loved bananas and
hung by their tails from
trees.
b. That Darwin’s theory
was the absolute truth and
the Holy Bible is a collection of books loaded with a

Mon, Tues, Sat • 10-2 Wed, Fri • 9:30-5:30
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Dixie (Part 1)
-An American Story
by Terry Berkson
In 1965, I was a soldier in Preventive Medicine School at
Fort Sam Houston,Texas. Instructors spent so much time
teaching about insects and snakes and diseases like Malaria
that I was certain that I was headed for Viet Nam. But, as
luck would have it, and consistent with the way the army
often operates, I was sent to Ludwigsburg, Germany to learn
among other things, that there really is a cuckoo bird and
that it sounded just like the timekeeper in the Black Forest
clocks.
Spring came about four months after I had arrived and my
SYX½X8LIXL4VIZIRXMZI1IHMGMRI9RMX[EWGEPPIHYT
to participate in maneuvers somewhere near the walled
town of Rothenburg. I shared my pup tent with a quiet guy
named Hailey who came from Niagara Falls. The weather
wasn’t bad and it was kind of pleasant to be out of the
barracks and set up in the woods. Nevertheless, some guys
were complaining about the twenty-year old C rations we
were eating or the sanitary inconveniences or, for some,
being away from their wives. It wasn’t long before one of the
guys discovered that there was a gasthaus located in a tiny
hamlet at the far end of the woods.
That night, a bunch of us from my section sneaked off to
the tavern to have a few brews. Hailey was there, this guy
Whizzer from Queens, Bartle from Maryland and two staff
sergeants, Meyers out of New Orleans and Polaris from Texas. They were career men, married, and a bit older than the
rest of us. Of course, we would all be considered A.W.O.L,
but who could have seen us steal away in the night?
The German nationals at the gasthaus were very friendly
and there were two pretty waitresses ferrying large mugs of
beer to our tables. Hailey and I were out to learn to speak
German and were carrying on a conversation with a guy
named Fritz who had been in the German Army during
World War Two. He had been taken prisoner and shipped
across the Atlantic to a P.O.W. camp in Oklahoma. During
LMWGSR½RIQIRXLI[EWXVIEXIH[IPP[LMGLVIWYPXIHMRLMW
now friendly attitude toward Americans. In a short time,
the strong beer had us all tipsy and we were singing old
American classics, like, Jimmy Crack Corn, Daisy, Daisy and
Clementine, to the music of a harmonica played by a hefty

German with
bulging red
cheeks. It
was all very
genial and
homey and
suited to
a German
word, “gemutlich,” that I
would later
learn from a
new friend.
What I wasn’t
aware of and
would hear
about later
from my tent
mate Hailey
was that after having a few beers, Meyers from New Orleans and Whizzer from Queens, New York had gotten into
a debate about the Civil War.Whizzer seemed to know his
history and shot out facts about why The North was right
and The South was wrong. In defense, Meyers said,“It wasn’t
just a war to end slavery. There were economic . . .”
“We crushed you at Gettysburg!”Whizzer interrupted.
“Not by a long shot!” Meyers countered. “Yankee losses
surpassed Confederate losses, and as Lee retreated his men
WXMPPLEHTPIRX]SJ½KLXMRXLIQ0II[EWMR=EROIIXIVVMXSV]
nine days after Gettysburg and Meade was afraid to come
after him!”
“Lee was a naive idealist who wasted many of his men’s
lives!”
“I don’t see it that way,” Meyers said as his face turned red.
He was a big guy who could easily have won the argument
by decking his mouthy adversary.
By the time I became aware that some kind of argument
was taking place I heard Whizzer say,“Why, even The South’s
song “Dixie” was written by a Yankee, Daniel Decator Emmett! Did you know that?”
“No, I didn’t know that,” Meyers said quietly.When he
noticed that I was looking his way from a distant table, he
called,“Brooklyn, would you stand up if they played Dixie?” I
had been friendly with sergeant Meyers and I liked him and
I didn’t mind carrying out his occasional orders. Also, I had
no particular feelings about The North and The South or
The Civil War, so, I said,“Yes.”
A moment later, at Meyer’s request the German with the
harmonica was playing “Dixie” and I, along with several other
guys, stood up. This gesture of good will seemed to diffuse
the argument and nothing more was said.
About a half hour and a couple of more beers later, the
two sergeants, Meyers and Polaris who had families and
rank to worry about were ready to leave and suggested we
all go back to the camp. I was having a great time and tried
to convince them to stay a little longer. They declined and
headed for the door as the rest of us remained at the table
and I humorously called out, in my newly learned German,
“Kinder gehen schlafen!” which meant, children going to
sleep.
A few minutes later, Meyers re-entered the gasthaus and
walked over to my table. With his eyes half shut and his jaw
jutting out he sneered,“I heard what you said.You called us
Kinder.” He had already been in Germany for two years and
I assumed he would surely know the meaning of the word.
The beer let my mouth throw caution to the wind and I
answered,“If you’re offended by that, then you are a kid!”
Meyers exploded and threw a chair out of the way as I
stood up and squared off with him.
To be continued in next issue. T
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Mastering KP in the Army
by Joseph Parzych
I grew up in a small house
on a hard scrabble farm in
the company of a combined
family of 15 children, three
of whom died in infancy. I
joined the Army in disgrace
soon after my 17th birthday,
having recently been kicked
out of a private prep school
which I was attending as a
day student on scholarship.
I’d fallen asleep in Advanced
Grammar Class, not my

favorite subject, taught by a
deadly dull teacher. I got a
letter from the headmaster
that summer suggesting I’d
be happier going to school
elsewhere.
During Army processing,
I was stationed in temporary housing in a two story
barracks at Fort Dix, New
Jersey. After a few days, I
saw my name on a KP list.
Kitchen police duty was
assigned alphabetically, as
a form of punishment, or

ICE CREAM
Serving Delicious
Seafood Dinners,
Platters, Baskets,
Sandwiches & Sides
Come in and taste
the best!
Serving Burgers, Hot Dogs & Philly Steak

200 King St., Herkimer

315-866-5716
Hours: Wed. & Thurs. 11-7; Fri. 11-8; Sat. 12-7

www.fatcatsherkimer.com

simply assigned at random. I
have no idea how my name
got on the roster, other than
the random option.
The Quonset hut mess hall
was the size of an airplane
hangar. I’d eaten in a dining
hall at prep school but it was
nothing like this operation.
At Mount Hermon School,
we sat at rectangular dining
tables for the noonday meal
with a teacher at one end
and a selected student as
table head at the other end.
The headmaster gave a
short prayer of thanks for
our food before we were
served.The teacher led a
topic of discussion during
the meal. It was all very formal but pleasant.The waiter
WIVZIHXLIXIEGLIV½VWX
then the table head, after
which we passed the food
from left to right. Neckties
and suit coats were mandatory, and we each had
a white cloth napkin.The
kitchen doors burst open;
waiters wearing starched
white jackets, carrying large
trays of food balanced on
their upturned right hand,
marched out of the kitchen
MRWMRKPI½PIWTPMXXMRKSJJXS

the right and left like members of a marching band,
then branched off, again, to
their assigned tables.The
superb food was attractively
arranged, and served with
freshly baked bread that was
absolutely delicious. Mealtime was a very pleasant
experience.
Not so at Fort Dix, where
soldiers picked up stainless
steel trays and silverware
in a cafeteria style line.
Servers plopped tasteless
food approximately in or
near the various pockets of
the pressed stainless steel
XVE]W8LI½VWXXMQI-EXIEX
that mess hall, at the end of
the line, a server plopped
a rectangle of Neapolitan
ice cream on top of my hot
mashed potatoes where it
promptly began melting.We
picked up cups of coffee,
or little cartons of milk, at a
table. Seating was at picnic
type tables with attached
benches.
After going through the
line, I found a table with
an empty space.“May I sit
here?” I asked. A soldier
turned his head to give me
a pained look, and went
back to shoveling food
into his mouth.The others
completely ignored me and
each other.There was no
conversation, whatsoever.
The day I found my name
on the KP roster, I reported
to the mess hall at 4:30 AM,
went through the serving
line and ate my gooey oatmeal, before going into the
kitchen to report for KP.
A very self-important private was checking names off
a list.“I’m the KP Pusher.You
jerks are going to answer to
me.What I sez---goes. Now

get yourself one of them
brooms and start sweepin’.”
The corn brooms were
big and heavy, loaded with
grease and dirt.We stood
waiting for orders.
“Don’t just stan’ there; start
sweepin’.”
We began sweeping, but
XLIKVIEW]¾SSV FPEGO[MXL
dirt, yielded none of the
dirt.The brooms just left
striations in the grease like
XLSWISREFVSSQ½RMWLIH
sidewalk. Puzzled at what we
were supposed to be doing,
some soldiers stopped
trying to sweep.
“Youse guys just keep them
brooms movin’! I gotta’ go
somewheres. If I come back
and don’t see yer broom
movin’, yer in a heap a’
trouble.”
We swept and swept.The
brooms dragged through
the grease. Nothing accumulated. After a while, I
looked in a closet.There I
found mops, pails, scrapers,
and lye soap. I got out a
TEMPERH½PPIHMX[MXLWSET
and hot water.With a
QST-W[EFFIHXLI¾SSV
and began scraping off the
thick layer of crud down to
concrete.The others joined
in. Soon we had a sizable
WIGXMSRSJ¾SSVGPIERIH
down to gray concrete. It
looked great.
When the KP pusher came
back, he was livid.“Who tol’
]SYWIKY]WXSQSTXLI¾SSV
I tol’ youse to sweep. If I’d
wanted youse to mop the
¾SSVW-´HEXSP´]SYWIXSQST
XLI¾SSV-XSP´]E´XE´W[IIT
Put that stuff away, get
back on them brooms and
keep them movin’.When I
get back, I better see them

movin’.
In the meantime, a cook
built like a heavy weight
TVM^I½KLXIVFIKERPE]MRK
SYXTMIGIWSJ½WLSRXSE
couple of stovetops that
[IVIEFSYX½ZIJIIX[MHI
and four feet deep. Before
LIKSXXLI½WLEPPPEMHSYXLI
suddenly turned and asked,
“Who knows how to cook?”
My hand went up. I wasn’t
sure what he wanted me to
do, but it would be better
than the exercise in futility in
which I was engaged.
±*MRMWLPE]MRKSYXXLIWI½WL
and watch ‘em. When one
side is done, turn ‘em over. I
gotta’ go to the can.”
It was a relief to be done
with sweeping, but I had
RIZIVGSSOIH½WLSJXLEX
size before.The only thing I’d
ever cooked were pumpkin
seeds, bull heads and trout
that I caught in our brook. I
just fried or baked them in
XLISZIR&YX-½KYVIHXLEX
the worst that could happen
is that I’d have to go back to
the futile job of sweeping.
7SSR-LEHXLI½WLEPPPEMH
SYX-ORI[XLEX½WLHMHR´X
need to fry long, so I began
XYVRMRKXLI½VWXVS[XLEX
the cook had laid out.When
XLIIRXMVIWXSZIXSTSJ½WL
were all turned over, I began
XEOMRKXLI½VWXSRIWSJJ-
was nearly done when the
cook returned. He poked a
TMIGISJ½WL[MXLEWTEXYPE-X
¾EOIHRMGIP]
Ya’ done good, kid.Wanna’
work wit’ me, t’day?”
“I’d love to.”
Stainless steel cooking
kettles stood on little feet,
and were heated by steam.
A giant mixer looked like a
concrete or mortar mixer,
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12th Annual Irish Festival

-the one weekend a year, everyone is Irish
By Daniel Baldwin

and the locals make a special
effort to get here.”

Central New York residents
got a taste of the Irish culture last weekend (Jul.24-26)
as the Herkimer Fairgrounds,
in Frankfort, hosted its 12th
annual Irish Festival.

Whitesboro resident Brad
Kempeny said that he also
attended this event since
the start.

Many bands came to the
festival to sing their latest
and classical Irish tunes.
Bagpipe players marched all
around the fair grounds, and
Irish tap dancers entertained
the festival crowd and got
them on their feet.
According to Judy Weeks,
director of this event, the
Irish Festival attracted a
large number of people in
the past, and the number
steadily grew year after year.
This year’s event was another success with reports of
50,000 people attending.
Eric Muiers of Utica is one
of the residents who love
this festival, and he said that
he once came all the way
from Japan to attend this
event in the past.
“I love the Irish Festival,”
Muiers said. “Me and my
family have been coming
every year since the start,

“There is no better display
of Irish culture and music
than here,” he said. “I love
the Irish food and beer, so I
come down for all of them.”
While this festival may be
another reason for residents
to go out and have fun, it
EPWSLEWEQSVIWTIGM½GTYVpose than just entertaining
and feeding people.
Weeks said that there are
two main reasons why the
fairgrounds host this festival.
“We have two main purposes,” she said. “First of all,
to spread the Irish heritage,
keep it alive, and let people
listen to the music. Our
second purpose is that we
are building a cultural center.
Proceeds from our festival
goes to the cultural center.”
Weeks also said that the
Irish Cultural Center was
the one reason why this
IZIRXWXEVXIHMRXLI½VWX
place.

“It (The Irish Festival) was
put together with the dream
of building a cultural center,”
Weeks said. “It started off
as a one day event. It had a
handful of volunteers. They
(volunteers) got about 7,000
people through the gate,
and they thought that it was
XSSQYGL8LIRI\X]IEVMX
went to two days, and then
two-to-three years later it
went to three days. So that
is where we are now.”
Kempeny said that this
IZIRXMWEKSSH[E]XSI\perience the Irish culture.
“The Irish heritage is very
strong in Central New York,”
he said,“but here you can
actually get a sense of what
the actual Irish culture is,
especially with the stages
and music. There is even an
Irish cultural center.”
More and more people,
throughout Central New
York, are turning Irish,
according to Weeks. She
and the rest of her staff are
doing whatever they can
to attract more Irish lovers,
FIJSVIRI\X]IEV´WJIWXMZEP
and have the money to build
the cultural center.

One of the most popular areas of the Irish Festival is the vendor building. Celtic jewelry is one of the favorite
finds with an enormous selection to choose from. Here one happy attendee peruses her many options.
“Our Irish heritage is not
dying,” Weeks said. “It’s a
melting pot in this area.
There are a lot of Irish
people, and you’re amazed
that the people who come
in aren’t Irish, but they are
for the weekend. We’re
getting more into Facebook,
marketing, and media, and it
helps spread the word a lot
more than ten years ago.” T

KP from previous
complete with a gear shift
lever sticking out of the side
for slow and fast speeds. A
spade that ordinarily would
be used to dig or shovel
sand or gravel, we used for
shoveling shortening. Everything was done on a large
volume basis. It was anything
but boring.The cook was
good natured and took a
liking to me.The pusher
was livid when he got back.
“Who do you think you are?
Why ain’t you pushing them
broom like I tol’ you to do?”
The cook walked up to
the self-important pusher,
thrust out his chest, rolled
LMWWLSYPHIVWERH¾I\IHLMW
enormous forearms and biGITW,IEWWYQIHE½KLXMRK
staunch.“Buzz off, buddy.
He’s workin’ wit’ me.”
The pusher blanched,
backed away, and left me
alone for the rest of the day.
From then on, whenever I
served KP duty, I’d befriend
the cooks. I knew how to
regulate a coal cooking
stove and knew enough
about cooking to be able
XS½KYVISYX[LEXIZIVXLI]

assigned me to do.
One weekend, a soldier
who was assigned KP, paid
a fellow soldier to substitute for him.The sub took
the money and also went
off to town on pass.When
neither arrived, a cook came
into our barracks, told us
he was working alone, was
short-handed, and asked if
someone would volunteer.
They all laughed at him. I
volunteered.The work was

largely helping the cook. He
was grateful, it was interesting, and the work kept me
from being bored. It also
paid off in another way.
“When you get out of the
movies in the evening, and
see me in the kitchen,” the
cook said,“don’t go to the
PX for a snack; come in
here for a piece of pie and
a cuppa’ coffee and save
yourself some money.” That
[EWI\EGXP][LEX-HMHJVSQ

then on.
The only time I ran into
trouble was in Japan when
a freight car converted to
a kitchen car with gasoline
OMXGLIRVERKIWI\TPSHIH
ERHFYVWXMRXS¾EQI[LMPI
on a ferry boat far out to
sea, blowing me out of the
railcar door and killing a Japanese boy who was helping
us. But that’s another story.
T
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Primo
Pizza

Differing Points of View

1

#

By Joseph Parzych

at the Kettle

315-381-3231

The Most Unique Upside Down Pizza You Ever Tasted!

Weekday Specials
MONDAY - CLOSED
TUESDAY - 20” X-Large Cheese Pizza
9.95
WEDNESDAY - Small Cheese Pizza and 20 Wings 14.95
THURSDAY - 2 Large Cheese Pizzas (must buy 2) $16.00
(toppings $2.25 each - Extra Cheese $2.95)

$

$

(Everyday)

Some people adore the gulls and feed
them. Others are blind to the beauty
of the gull’s, their graceful soaring and
XLIWLIIVTSIXV]SJXLIMV¾MKLX8LI]
consider gulls a nuisance

Sm. Cheese & 20 - $17.95
Lg. Cheese & 25 - $22.95
Lg. Cheese & 50 - $32.95

The grocery store manager stood
outside, idly eying the nearly empty
TEVOMRKPSXSRIHE]EWLIWQSOIHE
cigarette. A lone gull circled, overhead.

Tax & Toppings Extra

Try our
Gourmet Pizzas!

Chicken Wing,
Primo Margarita,
Philly Cheese Steak,
Chicken Bacon Ranch,
Our Unique Upside Down Pizza!
Gluten-Free Pizza!

Although the small Massachusetts
town of Turners Falls is 100 miles from
XLISGIERWIEKYPPWTIVMSHMGEPP]¾SGOXS
the area, sometimes to feed on spawnMRK½WLXLEXHMIXV]MRKXSQEOIXLIMV
way up the falls. Customers at the large
grocery store often discard pizza crusts
ERHSXLIVFMXWSJJSSHSRXSXLITEVOMRK
lot for the gulls to scavenge. Other
times gulls just show up for seemingly
no reason at all.

Pizza and Wing Specials

Everything Sauce - $1.00
(plus tax, Celery, Blue Cheese,
toppings extra)

Clinton & local delivery 4:30-9pm
We deliver to Hamilton College

Tues-Thurs: 11am-9pm, Fri & Sat: 11am-10pm; Sun: 1pm-8pm
7756 State Route 5, Clinton Located inside Spaghetti Kettle www.primopizza1.com

“Strange; how one day they’re all here,
and then they vanish,” I said.“I wonder
where they go before they all come
¾SGOMRKFEGO²

My teen years were the
most eventful time of my
life. I was going to a private
prep school as a day student

...a full service banquet facility.
Seating for 30 to 450 guests

2 private banquet rooms
& outdoor facilities

No matter how big or how
small, how formal or casual
your event is...
The Roselawn will make it special!

“I mean the gulls.”
“Oh, yeah, them, too,” he said. T

The Finest Car I Ever Drove
By Joseph Parzych

• Weddings
• Rehearsal Dinners
• Bridal Showers
• Baby Showers
• Family Reunions
• Class Reunions
• Clam Bakes
• BBQ’s
• Graduation Parties

“I wonder, too,” the manager ruefully said, as he eyed the nearly empty
TEVOMRKPSX

an Outdoor Pavilion
foryour less formal
events with...
• PA System
• Space foryour DJ
• Rest Rooms
Join us on Friday Nights
for our fabulous

FISH FRY

as well as an assortment of
other great dinner options!
Serving 4-8 pm,
Take OutAvailable!

We offer high quality at very competitive prices! Call for a free consultation!
Great Food! Great Service! Ample Parking!
Full Menus are Available at www.theroselawn.com
446 Main Street • New York Mills • 315-736-5030

on scholarship. I’d had to
postpone entry because the
school had a dress code;
RIGOXMIERHWYMXGSEX[IVI
required dress for attending
chapel and the dining hall. I
had a tie, but no suit coat, so
I went to public high school
for the freshman year, until
I scraped together enough
money to buy the required
clothes.
The prep school wouldn’t
give me credit for the
freshman year of public high
school, so I had to start all
over, again, as a freshman. I
LEHXSFY]FSSOWTE]JSV
lab fees, and the noon day
meal. My father wouldn’t
give me any money. He
didn’t even want me to go
to school, at all, much less
a prep school. He wanted
me to drop out of school
ERHWXEVX[SVOMRKWS-GSYPH
bring him home some monI] %RH[LSHMH-XLMRO-[EW
going to a private school,
anyway!
Since it was a private
school, the town didn’t provide transportation. I rode
Q]FMOISVGEYKLXVMHIW[MXL
TISTPIKSMRKXS[SVO-R
XLIEJXIVRSSR-[SVOIHSR
a potato farm, and usually
[EPOIHXLIJSYVQMPIWLSQI
dirty, hungry, and exhausted.
My mother would leave
food for me, warming on
XLIFEGOSJXLI[SSHWXSZI
By the time I got cleaned
up and ate supper, I was
bushed. I tried to study but
OITXJEPPMRKEWPIIT-KSXXS
FIHEXSVS´GPSGO&YX

it seemed that I’d just fallen
asleep when my mother was
calling me to get up. It was
%1ERH-JIPXPMOI-[EW
HVYKKIH %JXIVFVIEOJEWX-
QMPOIHXLIGS[WERHHMHXLI
barn chores. My mother and
-[EPOIHYTSYVHMVXVSEHXS
catch a ride with a neighbor
SRLMW[E]XS[SVO -KSXSYX
at a gas station to wait for
another ride to the school. I
tried to study before classes,
but usually fell asleep.The
other day students would
burst into the day student’s
VSSQ]IPPMRK±;EOIYT
;EOIYT²
In my second
year of prep school, I fell
asleep while sitting in the
JVSRXVS[SJQ]S´GPSGO
Advanced Grammar class.
The teacher was insulted and more than a little
annoyed. As he was bawling
me out for falling asleep,
my eyes rolled up into my
head, and I fell asleep, again.
-NYWXGSYPHRSXWXE]E[EOI
The teacher became livid
[MXLVEKIWTMXXPI¾]MRK±8S
XLISJ½GI² 8LIEWWMWXERX
headmaster told me I could
½RMWLSYXXLI]IEV FYXRSX
XSGSQIFEGOWMRGI-[EW
obviously not a serious
student. (I later discovered
that I had a low blood sugar
problem that compounded
Q]PEGOSJWPIIT
I’d felt pretty proud to
LEZIFIIRXLI½VWXWXYHIRX
in town to be accepted at
the prep school in over the
past ten years. Now, I felt
ashamed and in disgrace.

One day, an Army recruitIVEWOIHQI[L]-[EW
so down-hearted.When I
explained how I’d ruined
everything, he said,“Cheer
up.You can get an education
in the Army.”
8LEXWSYRHIHPMOIEKVIEX
way to get out of my dilemma. In addition, the Army
was running a special 18
month enlistment.The only
hitch was that I had to get
my parents to sign for me,
since I was only 17.Though
I was afraid my parents
wouldn’t sign the enlistment
papers, I was a little disappointed when they agreed
all too readily
I got more education
than I bargained for. I had
been hardly more than
50 miles from home.The
Army shipped me around
XLIGSYRXV]-XSSOFEWMG
training in Virginia, drove a
staff car at The Army War
College in Washington, D.C.
for a couple of months, then
traveled across the country
by rail to California, leaving
QIFYKI]IHJVSQPSSOMRK
at mountains, prairies, desert,
ERH7EPX0EOI[MXLWXSTWMR
6IRS2IZEHEERH7EPX0EOI
City in Utah
In California, I attended
evening high school classes.
When I got orders to go to
Japan as part of the Army
of Occupation, I passed a
comprehensive exam and
got a high school diploma
from Pittsburg Evening
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Number / Classification
20 Air Compressors
25 Air Tools
35 Announcements
45 Antiques
55 Appraisal Services
75 ATV
80 Auctions
82 Auto Body
110 Bedding Plants
120 Bees-Beekeeping
130 Bird Control
140 Books
155 Building Materials/ Supplies
157 Building Repair
160 Buildings For Sale
161 Bulk Foods / Spices
165 Business Opportunities
170 Butchering Supplies
173 Carpentry
175 Cars, Trucks, Trailers
180 Catalogs
182 Catering
190 Chain Saws
195 Cheesemaking Supplies
205 Christmas
214 Clocks & Repair
215 Collectibles
216 Clothing
235 Computers
253 Consignment
265 Construction Equipment For Rent
275 Construction Machinery Wanted
277 Construction Services
280 Construction Supplies
312 Crafts
325 Custom Butchering
330 Custom Services
360 Deer-Butchering & Hides
370 Dogs
410 Electrical
415 Employment Wanted
440 Farm Machinery For Sale
445 Farm Machinery Wanted
447 Farm Market Items
460 Fencing
470 Financial Services
480 Fish
483 Flooring
495 For Rent or Lease
500 For Sale
510 Fresh Produce, Nursery
525 Fruits & Berries
527 Furniture
529 Garage Sales
530 Garden Supplies
535 Generators
537 Gifts
575 Greenhouse Supplies
585 Guns
587 Hair Styling
589 Hardware
600 Health Care/Products
605 Heating
610 Help Wanted
653 Hotel / Motel
683 Jewelers
700 Lawn & Garden
711 Lessons
760 Lumber & Wood Products
790 Maple Syrup Supplies
805 Miscellaneous
810 Mobile Homes
811 Monuments
812 Multi Media
813 Music
815 Motorcycles
817 Nails
820 Nurseries
910 Plants
950 Real Estate For Sale
955 Real Estate Wanted
960 RVs & Motor Homes
975 Rentals
980 Restaurant Supplies
1040 Services Offered
1075 Snowblowers
1080 Snowmobiles
1096 Sports
1109 Thrift
1140 Trailers
1147 Trains
1148 Travel
1165 Trees
1170 Truck Parts & Equipment
1180 Trucks
1187 Vacuum
1190 Vegetable
1200 Veterinary
1205 Wanted

Announcements

For Rent

# # # # #

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111

CRAFTERS AND VENDORS WANTED! Valley
Fest, August 29. Twister Valley Sports Complex, Fort
Plain, NY. 11-7 Live music,
food and drink, and more!!!
Call
518-673-0141
to
reserve your space!
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

WANTED: Bands to play at
Valley Fest August 29 Time
slots available from 11am7pm. Call 518-673-0141 for
more information. Proceeds
will benefit our local communities.
CRAFTERS AND VENDORS WANTED! Valley
Fest, August 29. Twister Valley Sports Complex, Fort
Plain, NY. 11-7 Live music,
food and drink, and more!!!
Call
518-673-0141
to
reserve your space!

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $100 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
Crafts
CRAFTERS AND VENDORS WANTED! Valley
Fest, August 29. Twister Valley Sports Complex, Fort
Plain, NY. 11-7 Live music,
food and drink, and more!!!
Call
518-673-0141
to
reserve your space!

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Sale
FAIRFIELD “Country Setting
Private Community” Modern 2
story home. New kitchen,
Brazilian granite countertops,
black appliances. Family,
great room, home office, master suite/ walk-in closet/ large
master bath with jacuzzi tub.
Over sized sun deck. New
detached 2 car garage. 2 nicely landscaped acres and
much more, $189,900. Interested, Koehler RE 315-8913254
GORGEOUS
HARVEST
HOME with 42x68 Morton
Building, 80 acres in Central
NY. Great Horse/ Hobby
Farm. 315-371-5166

Services Offered
DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

MOHAWK
DOWNSTAIRS
one bedroom apartment. Utilities included, NO pets. NonSmoking. Security and references. 315-866-6588

MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK: Small moves, clean
outs, lawn service, landscaping. 315-982-9302, 315-5422056

Wanted

Legal Services
BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

WANT TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD?
CALL: 800-836-2888

SENIOR SEEKS 2 bedroom
apt. in Herkimer. Non smoker/no pets; clean, quiet. 315866-4231

CLIP & SEND

ED I TOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today

s Date________

COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print):
____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #: ______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid:
__________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888

•

Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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Fresh Fish Frozen at Sea

-One memory this repairman will never forget
GSVHIVXSEFEROSJ½ZIKIRIVEXSVW
to isolate the generator causing
the trouble.While waiting for the
W]WXIQXSJEMPXLIWLMT´WGETXEMR
WLS[IH0EQFIVXXLIWLMT´WKPSFEP
TSWMXMSRMRKW]WXIQWSTLMWXMGEXIH
REZMKEXMRKQETTMRKERHVIGSVHMRKHIZMGIWXLI]YWIHXS½RHERH
VIGSVHKSSH½WLMRKEVIEW8LIGETXEMRWLS[IH0EQFIVX[MRGLIWTYPPMRKLIEZMP]PEHIR½WLRIXWLEYPMRK
YTXSRWSJ½WLEXEXMQI8LIGEXGL
[EWPEVKIP]4SPPEGO[LMGLXLIGVI[
LIPHMRELSPHMRKEVIEYRXMPVMKSV
mortis set in to facilitate gutting
ERHWPMGMRK %WXIEH]WXVIEQSJ½WL
KYXWGSRXMRYEPP][EWLIHSZIVFSEVH
JVSQEFMKHMWGLEVKITMTISRGIXLI
TVSGIWWMRKWXEVXIH3GGEWMSREPP]
FMKWPYKWSJKYXWWYVKIHSYX
3RGI0EQFIVXMWSPEXIHXLITVSFPIQERH½\IHXLIXVSYFPIWSQI
generator controls, he was stuck
LI[EWJEWX/MGOMRKEWMHIIQTX]
By Joe Parzych
EFSEVHXLIWLMTJSVX[SVIEWSRW
beer cans strewn at his feet, the
,IRIIHIHXS[EMXXSEWGIVXEMR
;LMPI[SVOMRKSYXSJ7IEXXPI½IPH
HVMZIV[MXLEPGSLSPPEHIRFVIEXL
XLEXXLISJJIRHMRKKIRIVEXSV[EW
service engineer Mike Lambert got
GEVIIRIHSJJXSXLIEMVTSVXXIVQMrunning trouble-free.There was
an assignment to trouble-shoot
REP&IMRKXLISRP]GEVSRXLIVSEH
EPWSXLIJEGXXLEXXLIVI[IVISRP]
EKIRIVEXSVTVSFPIQEFSEVHXLI
ERHMXFIMRKEXVIIPIWWMWPERH[MXL
XLVII¾MKLXWTIV[IIOSJJXLI
)RHYVERGIEJEGXSV]WLMTXLEX
RSXLMRKXSLMXXLIHVMZIVWOMPPJYPP]
MWPERHSJ7X4EYP[MXLRSPSHKMRK
GEXGLIWERHTVSGIWWIW½WLQEMRP]
EZSMHIHEGSPPMWMSR
in town.While waiting, Lam4SPPEGOLSYVWEHE]WIZIRHE]W
%XXLIEMVTSVXXIVQMREPX[S
FIVXQSHM½IHXLIWLMT´WWEXIPPMXI
E[IIO'YWXSQIVWMRKVSGIV]
GVI[QIRJVSQXLI)RHYVERGI
XIPITLSRIW]WXIQXSQEOIMX
WXSVIWVIEHXLIPEFIP±*VIWL½WL
frozen at sea,’ ’ giving customers the KVIIXIH0EQFIVXMRVEMRKIEV8LI] [SVOFIXXIVERHXSWEZIXLIGVI[
[IVILETT]XSWIILI´HEVVMZIH
GSRRIGXMRKJIIW[LIRXLI]GEPPIH
ZMWMSRSJERMGIGPIER½WLGEYKLX
,EHLIRSXEVVMZIHSRXLEX¾MKLX
home.The captain was more than
MRTVMWXMRI[EXIVWXLIRGPIERIHMR
XLIGVI[QIR[SYPHLEZILEHXS
TPIEWIHEPSRK[MXLGVI[QIQFIVW
MQQEGYPEXIJEGMPMXMIWERHJVS^IR
KSFEGOXSXLIWLMTERH[EMXX[S
[LS[IVIEPWSLETT][MXLXLI
8LIWLMTRIIHWIPIGXVMGMX]JSV
HE]WXSGSQISYXXSXLIMWPERH
VIHYGIHGSWXSJTLSRIGEPPW 8LI
lights, communications, winches,
EKEMRFIGEYWIXLIVI[IVISRP]
GETXEMRSVHIVIHXLIGVI[QIR
TVSGIWWMRKIUYMTQIRXERHQSWX
XSGPIERXLIFSEX-REHMWTPE]SJ
MQTSVXERXP]°VIJVMKIVEXMSRXSOIIT XLVII¾MKLXWXSXLIMWPERHWGLIHYPIHTIV[IIO %JXIVMRXVSHYGXMSRW appreciation, the crewmen soon
XLITVSGIWWIH½WLJVS^IRYRXMP
TYVGLEWIHF]GSRWYQIVW[LSEVI XLIGVI[QIRIWGSVXIH0EQFIVXXS LEHXLIFSEXMRTVMWXMRIGSRHMXMSR
XLIHSGO
8LIGETXEMRLEH0EQFIVX´WGPSXLIW
HIPMKLXIHXSFY]XLI±*VIWL½WL
GPIERIHERHTVIWWIH
frozen at sea”.
±;LIVI´WXLIWLMT#²0EQFIVX
0EQFIVX¾I[XS%RGLSVEKISRE EWOIHWIEVGLMRKXLISGIERJSVER]
sign of a ship.
&SIMRK*VSQ%RGLSVEKILI
¾I[SRXS'SPH&E] %PEWOESRE
The boat began drifting
±3L[IGER´XHSGOXLIWLMTLIVI
GSQQYXIVTPERIERHXLIRGSRXMRback
toward the rear of the
XLIMWPERHXE\IWXLIGEXGLSJER]
YIHSREWQEPPIVTPERIXS7X4EYP
ship that comes within three miles
ship where the big chute
XLIXMR]4VMFMPSJMWPERHSJ7X4EYP
SJ7X4EYP²EGVI[QERWEMH±;I´VI
SHULRGLFDOO\VSHZHG¿VK
in the Bering Strait, which boasts
KSMRKMRXLEXFSEX²LIWEMHTSMRXguts.
LEZMRKETSWXSJ½GIEWQEPPWXSVI
ing to an open motorboat.
EFEVERHEGSQQYRMX]GIRXIV
%FVMWO[MRH[LMTTIHXLIWIE
[MXLWLS[IVWERHPEYRHVSQEX8LI
MRXSGLSTT][EZIWERH0EQFIVX
%XXLIIRHSJLMWWXE]EFSEVHXLI
TPERIPERHIHSREHIWSPEXIKVEZIP
WSSR½KYVIHSYX[L]XLIGVI[JEGXSV]WLMT0EQFIVXNSMRIHXLI
PERHMRKWXVMT
QIR[SVIVEMRKIEV8LI[MRHFPI[ crewman in the now spotless mo8LIHVMZIVSJEXVYGOPSEHIH
WTVE]SZIVXLIQ*VMKMH[EZIWERH XSVFSEX,I[EWHVIWWIHMRGPIER
baggage to haul into town.
WTVE]HVIRGLIH0EQFIVX,I[EW
XVEZIPGPSXLIWGEVV]MRKLMWXVEZIP
WSGSPHLIGSYPHWGEVGIP]QSZI
±'ER-VMHI[MXL]SYMRXLIFEKFEKTEGOIH[MXLLMWJVIWLP]PEYRI\GITXJSVWLMZIVMRKERHGLEXXIVMRK HIVIHGPSXLIW8LIWIEW[IVIGEPQ
KEKIXVYGO#0EQFIVXEWOIH
LMWXIIXL8LI½PXL]FSEXWXEROSJ
XLIWYRWLS[RFVMKLX,I[EZIHXS
±2S8EOIEXE\M²
HIEH½WLERHVSXXMRK½WLKYXW8LI XLIWLMT´WGVI[PMRIHYTEXXLIVEMP
8LIVIEVIRSXE\MWSR7X4EYP8LI JEGXSV]WLMT[EWEFSYX½ZIQMPIW
8LI][EZIHFEGO8LILIPQWQER
SRP]XLMRKVIWIQFPMRKEXE\M[EWER SYXXSWIEFYXMXWIIQIHQSVI
½VIHYTXLIFSEX´WIRKMRIERH
MWPERHIVJVIIPERGMRK[MXLLMWGEV
PMOI½JX]
STIRIHXLIXLVSXXPI[MHI8LIIRTIVLETWXLIJSYRHIVSJ9FIV8LI
KMRIVSEVIHXLIFSEX´WTVS[PMJXIH
%XPSRKPEWXXLI]KSXXSXLIWLMT
fare to the airport terminal on the
LMKLERHXLIFSEXWYVKIHJSV[EVH
ERH[MXLLIPT0EQFIVXWXMJJERH
SXLIVWMHISJXLIXMR]MWPERH½ZI
EQMHWXGLIIVWERH[EZIWJVSQ
GVEQTIH[MXLGSPHWXVYKKPIH
HSPPEVWELIEH[MXLXLIRYQFIV
XLIGVI[PMRIHYTEXXLIWLMT´W
EFSEVH %JXIVXLE[MRKSYXLI
of passengers rivaling a circus
VEMPMRK8LIRXLIIRKMRIEFVYTXP]
FIKERHMEKRSWMRKXLIKIRIVEXSV
EGXPEGOMRKSRP]EQMRMEXYVITSR]
HMIH8LIGVI[QER]EROIHSRXLI
problem. Since the problem was
NEQQIHEQMHWXXLITEWWIRKIVW
WXEVXIVGSVHEKEMRERHEKEMR2SXE
MRXIVQMXXIRXLIRIIHIHXSLSSO
TST8LIFSEXFIKERHVMJXMRKFEGO
,I[EWR´XEZIV]KSSHHVMZIV FYX YTMRWXVYQIRXWERHEGLEVXVI-

XS[EVHXLIVIEVSJXLIWLMT[LIVI
XLIFMKGLYXITIVMSHMGEPP]WTI[IH
½WLKYXW0EQFIVXWEXXLIVIMRLMW
JVIWLP]PEYRHIVIHGPSXLIW[MXL
LMWXVEZIPFEKW½PPIH[MXLGPIER
clothes at his feet.The crewman
LEHRSVEMRKIEVSR0EQFIVX[EW
[IEVMRKSRP]LMWJVIWLP]PEYRHIVIH
GPSXLIW8LIFSEXHVMJXIHFEGO[EVH
GPSWIVERHGPSWIVXSXLIFMKGLYXI
WTSVEHMGEPP]TYOMRK½WLKYXWEWXLI
GVI[QERJVERXMGEPP]]EROIHSRXLI
FSEX´WWXEVXMRKGSVHGYVWMRKXLI
engine in several languages. Just
EWXLI]KSXWUYEVIP]FIRIEXLXLI
HMWGLEVKITMTIERIRSVQSYWPSEH
SJ½WLKYXWFIPGLIHSYXHVIRGLMRK
XLIQ[MXLKYXWERHKYVV]

YRXMPLI[EWWEJIP]GPSXLIHEKEMRMR
JVIWLP][EWLIHERHHVMIHGPSXLMRK
8LI[SQIRIZIRQEREKIHXS
GPIERXLIKYXWSJJLMWFEKWERHXLI]
[EWLIHXLIGPSXLIWMRWMHIEW[IPP

%WLIXVYHKIHEPSRKMRLMW
HIWTSRHIRXWXEXIXS[EVHXLIXMR]
WIXXPIQIRXLIWTSXXIHEGSQQYRMX]GIRXIV-RWMHIXLIGIRXIV
WTSVXIHEGSMRSTIVEXIHPEYRHV]
ERHWLS[IVVSSQ(MWQMWWMRK
XLIXLSYKLXWSJWYMGMHIXLEXLEH
HVMJXIHMRXSLMWQMRHEWEZMEFPI
EPXIVREXMZILIWUYMWLIHSRMRWMHI
2EXMZI)WOMQS[SQIR[IVIHSMRK
PEYRHV]8LI]WM^IHLMQYTEWER
IEW]QEVO*SV½ZIHSPPEVWXLI]
EKVIIHXS[EWLLMWGPSXLIWEPPSJ
XLIQ,EHXLI]WEMH±*MJX]HSPPEVW²
LI´HLEZIEGGITXIH

7YVIIRSYKLXLIHMZIVXIHTPERI
was half full of passengers. Lambert
[EW½VWXMRPMRIEJXIVKSMRKXLVSYKL
XLIQIXEPHIXIGXSVERH[EW½VWX
XSFSEVHXLITPERI8LITISTPI
PIJXFILMRHLEHRSVIGSYVWIFYX
to go back to the liquor store to
replenish their supplies before the
WXSVIGSQTPIXIP]WSPHSYX %FSEVH
XLITPERIXS%RGLSVEKI½WLIVQIR
SGGYTMIHXLIVIEVSJXLITPERI
WQSOMRKHVMROMRKERHGEVV]MRKSR
8LIPSRIWXI[EVHIWWQEHIEXSOIR
IJJSVXXSVIWXVEMRXLIQJVSQHVMROMRKERHWQSOMRK8LI]NYWXQSGOIH
LIV8LMWETTEVIRXP][EWR´XLIV½VWX
I\TIVMIRGI[MXL½WLIVQIRWSWLI
left them alone.

*IIPMRKPMOIERI[QER LIPSGEXIH
ERSXLIV±XE\M²MREWFEHWLETI
EWXLI½VWXSRI8LMWHVMZIVWTIH
IZIRJEWXIVSZIVXLIKVEZIPVSEH
WPI[MRKEVSYRHGSVRIVWMRLMWLEWXI
XSQEOIEWQER]XVMTWEWTSWWMFPI
IEGLHE],IWPI[IHSYXSRXSXLI
KVEZIPWXVMT[LMGLHMHR´XPSSOQYGL
HMJJIVIRXXLERXLIKVEZIPVSEH
There, Lambert caught the plane
XS'SPH&E] 8LIVIEWSRJSVXLI
WXSTSZIVEX7X4EYP%MVTSVX[EW
JSVEXVMTXLVSYKLEQIXEPHIXIGXSVWMRGI'SPH&E]%MVTSVXHMHR´X
LEZISRI8IVVSVMWXWETTEVIRXP]EVI
%XPSRKPEWXEJXIVI\LEYWXMRKLMW
HYX]FSYRHRSXXSLMNEGOETPERI
ZSGEFYPEV]SJGYVWI[SVHWERH
FIJSVIKSMRKXLVSYKLXLI'SPH&E]
JSVGIHXSHIZMWIRI[SRIWXLI
GVI[QERFEHKIVIHXLIIRKMRIMRXS %MVTSVXQIXEPHIXIGXSV
WXEVXMRK8LI]QEHIXLIMV[E]XS
%X'SPH&E]IZIV]SRITEWWIHXLI
WGVIIRMRKFYXXLITMPSXVITSVXIHE
XLIMWPERH´WHSGOXLIFSEXEROPI
HIITMR½WLKYXW8LIVI[IVIKYXW
GVEGOIH[MRHWLMIPH[LMGLKVSYRHIHMX±%TPERI[MPPFIHMZIVXIHXS
in their hair, guts hanging from
TMGO]SYYT²XLITMPSXWEMH
XLIMVGPSXLIWERHKYXWGSZIVMRK
0EQFIVX´WFEKW[MXLNYMGIERH
7MRGIXLIKVSYRHIHTPERI[EW
KYVV]WIITMRKMRWMHIXLIFEKW %JXIV RIEVGETEGMX]ERHXLIHMZIVXIH
HSGOMRKEX7X4EYP-WPERH0EQFIVX TPERI[SYPHEPWSLEZIEPSEHSJ
KSXSYXGEVV]MRKLMWWPMQ]WSHHIR
TEWWIRKIVWMXWIIQIHI\XVIQIP]
FEKWERHXVYHKIHXSXLIMWPERH´W
PMOIP]XLEXEPSXSJTISTPI[SYPH
WTEVWIWIXXPIQIRXSJEPEVKIP]
FIPIJXFILMRHXSE[EMXERSXLIV
Eskimo population, his shoes
HMZIVXIHTPERIXSTMGOXLIQYT
WUYMWLMRK[MXL½WLKYXWEXIZIV]
WXIT(ITVIWWIHEXXLIVIZSPXMRK
change in his fortune, Lambert was
)ZIV]SRIWXSVQIHSYXSJXLI
MREUYERHEV]4IVLETWSRXLI[MPH XIVQMREPXSVEMHXLIMWPERH´WSRP]
XE\MVMHISYXXSXLIPERHMRKWXVMTMR LEQFYVKIVWXERH-XWSSRWSPHSYX
XLIGVS[HIHEPGSLSPMG´WVEQFPMRK
8LIYRVYP]QSFRIEVP]HITPIXIH
[VIGOERHSRXLI¾MKLXEFSEVH
XLIMWPERH´WSRP]PMUYSVWXSVI´W
XLIWQEPPTPERIXS'SPH&E]EMV
WXSGO0EQFIVXWEXSRXLI¾SSVMR
XIVQMREPWSQISRIGSZIVIHMR½WL JVSRXSJXLIQIXEPHIXIGXSV½VWXMR
KYXWQMKLXRSXLEZIWIIQIHXSS
PMRIJSVFSEVHMRK
out of place. But Lambert knew
±8LIVI´WRSRIIHXSWMXLIVI²XLI
LIHI½RMXIP][SYPHR´XFI[IPGSQI
EMVTSVXPEH]WEMH±=SYGERWMXSZIV
MRXLI%RGLSVEKIXIVQMREPRSVSR
XLI&SIMRK¾]MRKXS7IEXXPIMR there in a comfortable seat.”
LMWWXMROMRKWXEXISJHVIWW
±8LEX´W3/-PMOIMXLIVI²

,IXVMIHRSXXSWLS[LMWIPEXMSR
as he went into the shower room,
WXVMTTIHREOIHERHLERHIHLMW
WXMROMRKGPSXLIWSYXXSXLIQ8LI]
KMKKPIHERHWEMHXLI]LSTIHXLIMV
LYWFERHWHMHR´XVIXYVRFIJSVILI
got his clothes back on, again, giving him cause for a case of acute
ER\MIX]MRXLIWIIQMRKIRHPIWW[EMX

-R%RGLSVEKI0EQFIVXFSEVHIH
ER%PEWOE%MVPMRIW¾MKLXLSQIXS
7IEXXPI[LMGLF]RS[WIIQIHE
YRMZIVWIE[E]-X[EWEPSRKXMQI
FIJSVILI[ERXIHXSWIIERSXLIV
½WL°MRER][E]WLETISVJSVQ T
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Finest Car from page 18
High School. In Japan, I
joined the paratroops. After
jump training, I go an extra
$50 hazardous duty pay
per month. I took evening
classes at Hokkaido University, and the Army sent me
to Troop Leadership School.
I scored well on my Armed
*SVGIW'PEWWM½GEXMSRXIWXERH
was given the job of Public
Relations Writer and promoted to Private First Class.
My pay was held up for several months, but cigarettes
were rationed to a carton
a week. Cigarettes cost 50
cents a carton at the PX,
but heavy smokers, or the
Japanese, would buy them
from me of $25 or $30 a
carton. I had only smoked
occasionally, so I quit, sold
my ration and had plenty of
money to send home.When
Q]TE]½REPP]GEQIXLVSYKL
I sent all of my pay home,
along with the $50 jump pay
each month and most of the
cigarette money. My sister
Irene banked all of it for
me.The Army also sent my
parents an allotment, so that
made my father happy.
The Army sent me back to
the United States a couple
of months early, so they
discharged me at 16 months,
instead of 18 months. I took
the last semester of the
senior year at public school
and graduated with honors.
School let out at noon. I
worked at a garage and
used car lot in the afternoon.
The owner had an empty
used car lot because he was
a gambler and was usually in
debt with no money to buy
cars to sell. Used cars were
very scarce at the time and
sold well, so I wasn’t afraid
to buy cars.The owner was
LETT]XSWTPMXXLITVS½X-
noticed that women had

the last word in buying cars,
so I bought good looking
cars, not paying as much
attention to mechanical
conditions. I made sure they
looked good.The cars sold
well, and we made money
on all but one my partner
bought.We lost a bundle
½\MRKMXYT
I reapplied to the prep
school, telling them I’d graduated from high school with
honors, and was successful
in business.“And, this time,
I promise to stay awake.”
They enrolled me in the senior year and I graduated for
the third time, without ever
having attended a junior
year, anywhere.
One of the most memorable cars, that I ever owned,
was a classic looking Packard
sedan. All Packard models
had a long imposing hood.
This car was in great shape,
except for having dull faded
paint. My partner said,“You
don’t know nothin’ about
buying cars.Who’s going to
buy this shabby looking old
ark?”
I didn’t care if no one
wanted it. I did. I loved that
car. Driving it was like driving
a Rolls Royce.The only
problem was that it didn’t
get very good gas mileage.
Though gasoline was cheap,
I reluctantly decided to paint
the car, and try to sell it.
I picked out the paint,
Chrome Metallic Gold, much
to the disgust of my older
TEVXRIV;LIR[I½RMWLIH
painting it, I put that glorious
car out on the lot. It glittered
like treasure from King Tut’s
tomb. Cars began slowing
down. People gawked at it.
Some drove in for a closer
look. Several people gath-

ered, eager to buy it.
±;I[IVILIVI½VWX²E
young man said. His companion was his grandmother.
8LI]XSSOXLIQEKRM½GIRX
Packard for a test drive and
loved every bit of it. But
before buying the car, the
young man wanted to look
at the engine. For some reason, he took off the radiator
cap.This was the era before
cars were equipped with
SZIV¾S[I\TERWMSRXEROW %PP
gas stations had a water can
at the gas pumps because
cars needed to periodically
LEZIXLIMVVEHMEXSVWVI½PPIH
caused by after-boil pushing
[EXIVSYXSJXLISZIV¾S[
pipe when the engine was
shut off. Right on schedule,
the radiator water gushed
mouth.“I don’t think we
out, all over the engine.
should buy it.”

people, here, just waiting to
buy it!”

“Oh dear!” Gramma said,
holding her hand to her

So Grandma wrote out
a check, and they drove

“Gramma, we have to buy
it, or it’ll be gone.There’s

off into the sunset in that
gleaming golden chariot, the
½RIWXGEV-IZIVHVSZI T
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Local Luthier keeps old world craftsmanship alive
By Carly Proulx

I heard the zoom of a
saw going off, and peered
through the glass of the
storefront on East Main
Street in Little Falls, NY. The
creator and store owner of
Vincent Guitars, Greg DeLuis was hard at work.When
I walked in the man behind
the saw sent a friendly
wave in my direction, right
before turning his focus back

to the task at hand. Every
surface in the place including the seats of chairs were
covered in tools. I thought I
might have to stand for the
interview, not wanting to
disturb the organization of
the clutter, but soon enough
I was informed I could make
room wherever I found
approachable. Greg DeLuis
was building guitars from
the ground up, and Little
Falls had their very own

Luthier! Vincent Guitars was
clearly not a hang out spot,
not yet anyway, but a work
shop where a very special
skill was being honed, and
a highly valuable craft was
being carried out. Unlike
most I’ve seen with pin up
girls on the wall and a mini
fridge in the corner stocked
with beer only, this was a
man cave where things were
getting done, and by far the
coolest one I’d seen.
Quality over quantity is the
name of the game at Vincent
Guitars, as well as authentic
artistry over mass produced
replication. I’d done minimal
research before chatting
with DeLuis, but I knew
building guitars wasn’t something you could do overnight.The man hours in efJIGXXSXLI½RMWLIHTVSHYGX
output seem a little more
than unfair, but isn’t that
amount of TLC what really
matters to a buyer? Well if
you happen to be a serious
musician, or are seriously
considering getting serious
about music, it should. Just
as I’d expect an art collector

to be, you’d wait as long as
the artist needed to get it
done, and get it done good.
You can’t expect to rush
art, most especially when
the artist is working with
power tools and creating an
instrument that’s likely to
outlast your future onset of
arthritis.The primary focus
of factories where guitars
are being mass produced,
let’s say China for example, is to bang out as many
guitars in as little time as
possible.There is no thought
that goes into it, no real
light in the eyes of the one
assembling the same old
guitar day after day. DeLuis
is way down on the other
end of the spectrum. Not
only are no two guitars the
same inside the shop here
at Vincent Guitars, but Greg
puts his own creative spin
on them for a one of a kind
truly custom built beauty.
In pursuit of research for a
school project back in high
school DeLuis came across
a book that would steer him
towards a musical pathway,
ultimately igniting his craftsman passion and changing
his life forever.When I asked
Greg what got him started
in all this he practically ran
to a shelf across the room
where sat an Irving Sloane
steel string guitar book. He
¾MTTIHXLVSYKLMXWXSTTMRK
at multiple pages to elaborate on which makers of the
trade most left their mark
in his mind.These pages
would show him how it
was being done back in the
day, and from that point on
DeLuis decided old school
craftsmanship was the only
way to proceed in following
his dream. None so hard to
believe as his skills extend to
more than building guitars,
and like many a kid with
drive and a vision, is the
fact that Greg went to art

Greg DeLuis in his shop building a 15” Deluxe model, custom made for a
client in Rhinebeck, NY.
school after high school.
The main focus in the shop
is custom building and selling
guitars, mostly being shipped
on-line, and as it can take
up to 200 hrs. to build an
acoustic, and a little less than
half of that chunk to build an
electric I’d say that’s as much
focus as anyone of us living
in the 21st century could
still hope to have. Certainly
he takes his time to give his
customers the jaw dropping
awe they’ve anticipated, but
he’s in that shop 40+ hrs
a week. Having made his
½VWXEGSYWXMGKYMXEVMR
with his grandfather’s tools,
(I0YMWEHQMXWXLEXLMW½VWX
“child” is pretty clunky. He’s
truly an artist in all senses
of the word.The freedom
he’s allowed to put special
touches on each guitar leave

the buyer feeling like they’ve
got a one of a kind masterpiece. And they’re 100%
correct! Greg’s signature
style is far from what’s being
thrown up on the walls of
big box retailers such as
Big Apple Music and Guitar
Center today.“So many
instruments today aren’t
made to withstand the tests
of time,” sighs Greg.
Made in the U.S. with real
materials many of the high
end electric guitars are
FEWIHSRWGEXEPSK
guitars.“The guitars that
everyone started playing
on,” exclaims DeLuis.“The
Original Vinny” is a Vincent
Guitars original and is based
on one made in Chicago
JVSQXLIW7XYHIRX
Sears catalog. All of the
wooden components on the
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realized it had been laid out
a musical foundation that
he’d carry with him, and
later build upon. Since having
dedicated Vincent Guitars to
the memory of his grandfather it’s safe to say he knows
where he comes from, and
is rightfully so, prideful. Greg
talked about the science
behind some of the building
process, yet there being
this need and use for his
intuition.With his own artist
intuition, as well as the deep
seeded intuition stemmed
from Greg’s youth working
alongside his grandfather it’s
no big mystery as to how he
ended up with his own legit
shop, building such beautiful
platforms for music.

Greg shredding on one of his own electric creations with Holiday City
blues band at 315 BBQ & Brew pub in Utica.
guitars are made in the
shop from dimensional
tone woods, locally sourced
maple is just one example.
He is careful in the selection
process of the wood, as
each piece is chosen based
on grain orientation, tap
XSRI GSPSV ½KYVI [IMKLXIXG
This isn’t someone whose
calling his work custom and
then taking other parts to
bolt them together and slap
on a logo.This is someone
who lives by his ideals, and
his M.O. seems to me, if you
didn’t chop down the tree
then don’t bother starting
XLI½VI
Greg is inspired by crystal
geometry, using locally
found gifts from the earth
to add an eccentric touch
to his creations. I was lucky
enough to hear the sweet
music that came from a
small lightweight bodied
guitar, inspired by crystal
geometry as well as ancient
serpents called the Lemurian
Sitar Model. Another DeLuis
creation was inspired by
Django Reinhardt’s Selmer
guitar, the musician himself
LEZMRKEKVIEXMR¾YIRGISR
Greg and his developed gypsy jazz guitar skills and style.
The guitars that are hand
crafted one by one by Greg
DeLuis are known as DeLuis
guitars.When Greg’s brother
Justin Welyczko and friend
Rob Richards get in on
some carving these guitars
with the help of all 3 are
called the Vincent Guitars.
Though mostly a one man
band in the shop Greg is
part of a trio that plays out
locally.With Greg shredding
on guitar, Justin slapping the
bass, and Joe Macri drumming awfully mean-but in

the nicest sounding way,
these guys make for a great
live performance playing
anything from blues to rock
n’ roll.
+VIK´W½VWXKYMXEV[EWE
Stewart McDonald, and his
½VWXVIEPLIVS[EWLMWKVERHfather, a man by the name
of Vincent “Jimmy” DeLuis.
Greg grew up around his
grandfather, hanging around
the shop and Vincent’s old
Gibson arch tops watching
him make and repair guitars,
mandolins and the like. He
got the itch messing around
in the shop at a young age,
and probably before having

8V]MRKXS½PPERMGLIMRE
small city such as Little Falls
isn’t always easy, but for
now Greg sells his creations
on-line. By creating quality instruments that won’t
break the bank, and for the
amount of work that is going into them, are going for
more than a fair price Greg
is instilling old world values,
recreating a time and a place
where we used our hands
on a daily basis, rather than
typed letters onto a keyboard on a phone to have
someone do it for us. Planning to build a kick-starter
website to help with the
funding of his creations and
the future of Vincent Guitars
which one day hopes to
be a location promoting
local bands, as well as
promoting other handmade

instruments such as a local
and friend of DeLuis Cory
Scanlon’s handmade pedal
boards, musical interactions
of the sort and much more
inspirations are in store.
Keep an eye out for a
future of old school class
with modern twists and
quality from Vincent guitars,
and don’t forget to check
out Greg’s creations, photos
and descriptions on-line at
http:///www.deluisguitars.
com. T
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Days off school & summer break
By S.D. Shapiro
In the fast paced
21st century we’ve
traded common sense
for the ability to quickly
look up information
on the internet.
We’ve forgotten our
manners and civility.
How do we get back
to our roots?
Can we get back?
Food for thought . . .

Summer is halfway through
in Upstate New York and
school age children across
the state are driving their
parents insane every time
they say,“I’m bored,” or
“There’s nothing to do.”
In the past kids would have
adventures over summer
break.They would wander
across town or explore the
GSYRXV]WMHI7IGVIX½WLMRK
holes would be discovered

and the deepest caverns of
their imagination would be
delved into.
Kids do not go outside
anymore. The only exploring they will do they will do
in virtual reality. They are
enthralled with their phones
and their apps that they miss
the outdoors and nature. If
their Xbox does not have
downloadable nature content then they will not even
notice that the lawn needs
mowing.
In the good old days kids
used to be able to get jobs
over the summer. Mowing
lawns, delivering newspapers,
or even painting houses
were staple summer jobs.
Now the lawn is ignored
and newspapers are dying.
Nobody needs a teenager
to deliver the Internet; the
wires do that. Labor laws
have put a hurting on kids
and summer jobs. Painting
a house or fence like Tom
Sawyer is also a thing of the
past. OSHA will just not
approve our kids working
on a ladder. The work ethic
of modern kids is like their
attention span; nonexistent.

Baseball used to have a
½VQKVEWTSRXLIWYQQIVW
of American kids. Kids
would spend their days in
pick-up games in sandlots or
down at the local diamond.
Hot summer days would
dissolve in a blur of double
plays and innings won and
lost. Little leagues are losing
players to iPhones and
Xboxes.
;IGER½\XLMWTVSFPIQ
Next time your child cries
out that they are dying of
boredom or that there is
nothing to do, change the
;M½TEWW[SVH =SY[MPPWII
them jump up from their
beds or reclining chairs and
will be more animated than
you have ever seen them.
%JXIVXLI]½KYVISYXXLEX
the world is not coming
to an end, the next step is

to give them some chores.
Chores have a double edged
sword effect. First, you get a
little help around the house.
Second, when you enact the
next step, your kids will be
more than happy to comply.
The next step is to kindly
advise them to go outside
and play. “Get out of the
house!” You will be surprised how a little work will
prod your children to abandon ship. They will be on
their bikes to the neighbor’s
house quicker than you can
say,“Summer Camp.” Hopefully your neighbors have
adopted the same doctrine.
Before you know it the
kids will be playing a pickup
game down at the park or
clowning around down at
the local frog pond.

This will even work on
your obstinate teenage kids.
They are more vocal when
they complain, you may
LEZIXS¾EXSYXWLYXSJJXLI
internet, and their chores
WLSYPHFIQSVIHMJ½GYPXFYX
you can coax them out of
the house too.
When it comes down to
kids and summer break we
RIIHXS¾MTEW[MXGLERHKIX
our kids outside again. Get
them using their imagination
and get them using their
bikes. Sitting on your butt
starring at your phone just
isn’t the American way. Get
out and do something! Stop
and think,“What would my
mother say?” She would say,
“Go outside and play. Make
sure you’re home in time for
dinner!” T

Did You Know?
Watering a lawn can do
more harm than good if the
lawn is not watered correctly. Excessive watering is a

waste of water and can cost
homeowners money while
harming the environment
at the same time.Water
that is not absorbed by the
lawn can result in runoff,
which causes nitrogen in the
grass, any fertilizer that was
applied and chemicals in the
water itself to run into gutters and eventually pollute
streams, rivers and oceans.
In addition, grass needs
oxygen in the soil to grow
properly. But when a lawn
is overwatered, the oxygen
between the soil particles is
pushed out, depriving roots
of the oxygen they need to

grow in strong.This leads
to shallow root systems,
which make a lawn more
susceptible to stress, disease
and insect infestation. But
overwatering can also be
unsightly, as lawns that are
overwatered tend to have
more weeds, robbing even
the greenest of lawns of its
aesthetic appeal. T
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$100 Contest Winners
You could be the next lucky reader

My sincere apologies to
our readers and our lucky
winner from the July 10th
issue, Mary Dubiel of N.
Utica.
Mary was our lucky winner but I got side tracked
and neglected to put her
picture in the last issue.
Mary is an avid EDITOR
reader and was so very
excited to receive our
phone call letting her
know she had one our
$100 reader contest!

She said that she just
loves to read EDITOR
and looks for it faithfully. Some of her favorite
parts.... all the dining ads.
She loves to see all the
local restaurants and what
they have to offer. Shopping and dining local and
showing support to our
area is very important to
Mary.
She also enjoys reading
the eclectic mix of articles.“There is just always
such an interesting mix to

Did You Know?

read. I just love it!”

chosen.

She said,“My
husband and I just
love animals so I
am going to donate
my winnings to the
Stevens- Swan Humane Society.They
just do such an
amazing job helping
so many animals. I
am just happy to
be able to donate
this money to such
a worthy cause in
our area.”

Donna said,“Even
though I have lived
here all my life, I
always either see a
local business that
I forgot existed or
ones that I never
knew about.” She
went on to tell me
that she especially
likes the colorful ads
and she reads it from
front to back every
issue!

That’s quite a
beautiful gesture and one
that I am sure some furry
four legged creatures will
very much appreciate!
Congratulations Mary
and thank you for being
such a faithful reader!
The most recent winner was Donna Warchal
of Rome. Donna picked
up her winning copy at
Mario’s Pizza in Oriskany
Falls. She was very excited
to have been randomly

“The covers are
so eye catching too,
I just love the large
size of the magazine,
it makes it easy to read.”
Thank you Donna for
entering our contest and
for being a faithful reader.
Be sure to see our clue
for this issue in the ad on
this page. Good luck to
you all and thanks again
for being such great voices for EDITOR! T

“

We do not remember days, we
remember moments.
~Cesare Pavese

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

Though vaccines are usually associated with
childhood or foreign travel, older adults may
need certain vaccinations as they age. Even those
who received immunizations as youngsters may
need refresher doses or vaccinations tailored
WTIGM½GEPP]XSXLISZIVGVS[H7IRMSVWEVI
urged to talk to their doctors about certain vacGMRIW-REHHMXMSRXS¾YWLSXWXLIVIEVIZEGGMREtions that can help prevent other illnesses, such
as pertussis (whooping cough), shingles, diphtheria/tetanus, and pneumonia. Shingles is a condition that affects those who had chickenpox as
children, and can be quite painful. A vaccination
is an easy way to avoid it. Many local pharmacies
now offer on-site immunizations, saving people a
XVMTXSXLIHSGXSV´WSJ½GI

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841
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“A man should never neglect his family for business” — Walt Disney
ANSWERS
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Mohawk Valley’s Erie Canal

Snug
Harbor
by Al Dorantes
Snug Harbour Marina,
an oneida indian nation
enterprise, is located on
Route 13, just south of
Sylvan Beach. Snug Harbour
offers boaters dockage
and storage, repair and
maintenance services, and
picnic pavilions and other
services. The Snug Harbour
facility has 13 covered
picnic pavilions, each able
to accommodate groups of

up to 24. Patrons may use
Grills for cooking. Boaters
have direct access to clean
bathrooms (including
handicapped accessible
restrooms) and hot showers
in their newly built and
renovated facilities.

and equipment necessary
for a carefree day on the
water. Fill up your gas tank at
their convenient multi-grade
pump, stop into the store
and pickup deli meats, soda,
boating supplies, cigarettes,
souvenirs, and more.

Snug Harbor’s store has
boaters covered from gas to
cold beverages and snacks.
They have all the supplies

With on-site maintenance
and repair services for
Mercury engines and
motors Snug Harbour offers

something something for
boaters.They offer a variety
of other services, including
canvas, propeller, and hull
repair. Sewage pump-out
services are also available.
Snug Harbour’s boat launch
can accommodate boats up
to 50 feet from Memorial
Day to Labor Day. For
more information go to:
www.snug-harbor.com T

Holmes
Marina
by Al Dorantes
Holmes Marina, located in
Verona beach, is a privately
owned business in business
for over 50 Years. Betty
Holmes explained that
they have had the same
customers for years. Betty
said ,“We have seen family’s
kids grow up.”
“James Holmes built the
place stick by stick dock
at a time. Put up all the
buildings,” Betty said as she
drove a golf cart around
the facility. Jim Holmes is
the brawn of this dynamic
duo and betty is the brains.
Jim handled the labor, like
hauling boats in and out
of the marina and dock
maintenance and betty took
care of the accounting such
as billing and sending out
invoices for summer rentals
and winter storage.
Holmes Marina is
approximately 65 acres. The
marina is fed by Oldwood
Creek which is a natural
inlet. Holmes Marina has
room for 100 boats. They
have water and electric at
each dock but no pump
out facilities. Holmes
Marina has bathrooms and
showers. Most boaters at
Holmes Marina are by the
season. They pay $35/foot
per season plus additional
electric if you have air
conditioning. It takes a full
month to get boats out of
storage and into the water.
Same goes for taking them
out and putting them into
storage for the winter. Betty
Holmes explained that they
store majority of boats at
the marina for the winter.
Those boats are generally

23’ and up. A 45 footer,
“Blue Belle” was the biggest
vessel to dock at Holmes
Marina. It was a wooden
boat and it stayed for a few
years.
Holmes marina has
summer storage (dry) for
speed boats.“go fast boats,”
as betty refers to them.
“No cash, no splash.” She
said with a chuckle
Betty explained that there
MWRS½WLMRKEXXLIQEVMRE
Small children seem to
get hooked in canvas and
that’s bad. There is also no
swimming. If a boater has
an electrical problem the
electricity could reverse
polarity and electrocute
swimmers. Betty and Jim
run a tight ship. “We’re on
premises.” Holmes marina
is also patrolled by troopers
and Oneida County sheriffs
Holmes Marina has a
mechanic on site who can
attend to your nautical
mechanical needs. They
have a crane for sail boats
and can haul up to 43 ft
boat on their 25 ton lift
travel lift (which is about
14feet wide)
Betty said,“Boaters are
generally great people.” She
went on to explain that
boating is like camping but
on a boat instead of a tent.
Boating is the lifestyle of the
area.
The marina is opened
and plowed during winter.
The Fire Department even
used the marina to keep
up on their skills diving in
the Marina in January with
temperatures of 0 degrees.
Betty said that they have

A boat leaving Holmes Marina.
been lucky with word of
mouth and Holmes Marina
is full. They have customers
from Utica, Rome, Syracuse,
and Binghampton. She

said,“It’s been a lot of fun
but also a lot of work.” For
more information go to:
holmesmarina.com T
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Sylvan Beach

Rome
Marcy

Riverside Diner

Little Falls

Oriskany

Marcy

North Utica

St. Johnsville

Frankfort
Ilion

Boats Unlimited
Aqua Vino

St. Johnsville Marina & Campground

Herkimer

Canastota
Utica

Always Treasured • Body Sience • Bridge St. Bakery • Ann Street Deli • Copper Moose Ale House
Ole Sal’s Cafe & Creamery • Faces of Astarte • The Gallery • Canal Side Inn • That Little Place on Main •Fall Hill Bead & Gem

Carla Collucci / Tara’s
Thairapy • The Locavore
Frankfort

Fort Plain
Canajoharie

Fort
Hunter

Mohawk Antique Mall
Mohawk

Waterfront Grill • Jamo’s • Treasures • Woody’s
Herkimer

Schenectady

Sylvan Beach Pier
by Al Dorantes

XLIWYQQIV %HHMRERSXLIV
ZMWMXSVWERH]SYGER
WII[L]7]PZER&IEGL4MIV
MWEFYW]TSVXSRXLI2=7
'EREP7]WXIQ

8LI½REPWXSTSRXLI
,EVFSV,STMW7]PZER&IEGL
4MIV7]PZER&IEGLMWE
XSYVMWXHIWXMREXMSRMR'IRXVEP
.SIWEMH±QSRXLWSYXSJ
2I[=SVOERHMXWTMIVMWNYWX
XLI]IEVXLIVI´WRSFIXXIV
ERSXLIV[E]JSVTISTPIXS
TPEGIXSPMZI²
KIXXLIVIF]FSEX
7]PZER&IEGLLEWETTVS\MQEXIP]JIIXXSJFYPOLIEH
JSVFSEXIVWXSXMIYTXS 8]MRKYTMWJVIIMXMW½VWXGSQI
½VWXWIVZIHERHPMQMXIHXS
LSYVW 8LI]LEZIRSVIEP
EQIRMXMIW RS[EXIVIPIGXVMGMX]SVJYIP FYXXLIZMPPEKI
LEWEQYGLXSSJJIV

Join the Fun and Harbor Hop!!!

.SI&IRIHMGX:MPPEKI
%HQMRMWXVEXSVLEWFIIR
SRXLINSFEFSYX]IEVW
.SIWEMH±7]PZER&IEGLKIXW
ZIV]PMXXPIVEMRHYVMRKXLI
HE] ;ILEZIELEVHXMQI
KVS[MRKKVEWW² 8LIFIEGL
EX7]PZER&IEGLMWSRISJ
XLIPEVKIWXMRPERHFIEGLIW
MR2I[=SVO7XEXIEFSYXE
QMPIPSRK 8LIZMPPEKILEWE
WYVJVEOIXSQERMGYVIXLI
FIEGLIZIV]QSVRMRK-X´W
PMOIVYRRMRKEGSQFXLVSYKL

Enjoy about a mile of beach!
XLIFIEGL-XMWTYPPIH[MXL
E2I[,SPPERHXVEGXSV,I
I\TPEMRIHXLEX7]PZER&IEGL
LEWSRISJXLIPEVKIWX'SVZIXXIWLS[WMRXLIRSVXLIEWX±:IXXIWSRXLIFIEGL²
,IEPWSI\TPEMRIHXLEXXLI
ZMPPEKILEWETSTYPEXMSRSJ
ETTVS\MQEXIP]FYXXLEX
NYQTWYTXSHYVMRK

8LIVIEVIQER]VIWXEYVERXW
[MXLMR[EPOMRKHMWXERGISJ
XLI7]PZER&IEGL4MIVMRGPYHMRKXLI'VE^]'PEQ7XIEO
ERH7IEJSSH,SYWI'EREP
:MI['EJIERH,EVTSSR
)HHMI´WXSREQINYWXEJI[
.SI&IRIHMGXWEMH±8LIVI´W
TVSFEFP]EHS^IRTPEGIW
XSKIXMGIGVIEQMR7]PZER
&IEGL²

“Sylvan Beach
has the best
sunsets in the
world.”

8LIVIMWEFVERHRI[2MGI
)EW]GSRZIRMIRGIWXSVI
[MXLMR[EPOMRKHMWXERGI
EW[IPPEWE0EYRHVSQEX
&SEXIVWGERKIXEPPXLIMVKVSGIVMIWERHHSPEYRHV]XSS
&MOMRK[EPOMRK OE]EOMRK
EVIEGXMZMXMIWXLEXEVIIEW]
XSTEVXMGMTEXIMREX7]PZER
&IEGL 8LI:MPPEKISJ7]PZER
&IEGLLEWE[EPOMRKXVEMPE
QMPIPSSTXLEXGSRRIGXWXLI
VIWMHIRXMEPERHGEQTKVSYRH
EVIEWXSHS[RXS[R7]PZER
&IEGLLEW[IPPSZIVEQMPI
SJ[EXIVJVSRXXS[EPO 8LI
QSYXLSJ*MWL'VIIOMW
EFSYXQMPIE[E]1ER]
FSEXIVW[MPPXEOIXS*MWL
'VIIO[LIR3RIMHE0EOIMW
VSYKLSVGLSTT]-XTVSZMHIWWSQIKSSHW[MQQMRK
LSPIWERHMXWWSJXWERH]FEVW
TVSZMHIIEW]WTSXWXSTYPP
FSEXWSRXS
%FSYXJIIXJVSQXLI
7]PZER&IEGLTMIV]SY´PP
½RHXLILMWXSVMG7]PZER

Sylvan Beach Pier, approximately 900 feet of bulkhead to tie up to, but
get there early, these spaces fill up FAST!

Ride the Bomber, circa 1957 at Sylvan Beach Amusement Park.
&IEGL%QYWIQIRX4EVO
;MXLVSSXWFIKMRRMRKMRXLI
´WXLIXVEHMXMSREPJEQMP]
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FSEXERHTPE]WSQI7OIIFEPP
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SPHJEWLMSRIHJYRLSYWI

7]PZER&IEGLERHMXWTMIV
GSQIEPMZIHYVMRKXLI
WYQQIVERHXLIVIEVIQER]
EGXMZMXMIWERHIZIRXWKSMRK
SRHYVMRKXLIWYQQIV.SI
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[ERXXSMRXIVEGXXEOITEVXMR
IZIRXW².SIEHHIH±7]PZER
&IEGLLEWXLIFIWXWYRWIXW
MRXLI[SVPH²*SVQSVI
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